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The present design practice in. prestressed concrete is based upon 
several seemi.ngly independent deal.gn cri.teria 0 These criteria not only limit 
the all.owabl.e stresses i.n various stages of' service loads j but als.o provide 
a quantitative measure of safety against u},timate failure 0 Although in design 
of 'structures there are many iu"stances in which more than one criterion is 
invol.ved.) prestressed. concrete structures and. their design criteri.a possess 
two uni.que features which distinguish them from the others 0 
First., in its .early life prestressed concrete is a changing 
medium, 0 The. prestressing force decreases 1Ad.th a decreaSing rate) from a 
maximum quanti.ty at the time the structUTe 18 made) to a smaller and constant 
vaJ..ue a few yearE:i later 0 The strength of concrete , on the other hand, increases 
with a decreasing rate from a mini. mum :Lmmed,iately after the structure is made) 
to a maximum value weekB latera 
Secondl.y., due to a co:m;parati vely limi.ted experience with the pre-
stressed concrete structures, the concept of safety has found a new signi.ficance 
among the designers 0 As a result., the design specifications not only designate 
allowable stresses at service loadE3" hut also specify minimum load factors. 
At least in this country thlJ3 it;:; the first instance in iricorporatingspecific 
provisions for the safety of stx"Uctures a1~ong with the allowahle working 
stresseso 
The features mentioned above compl,icate the relati.ou"ship among 
vari.ous criteria and. tend to confuse the desi.gner in proportioning his pre-
stressed. concrete structure 0 In order to s:implify the design and to develop 
=2= 
a thorough und;erstanding of" all criteria, it is necessary to study the 
Interrel.ationshi.ps among the various design criteriao It is also of 
considerable importance to those who prepare specifications to know the 
effect of" varyi.ng any one cri terionon other criteria 0 For eX8.IllJ?le, if 
an allcrwable stress is. changed, to what extent would the load factors be 
affected? 
This study of relationships is important not only for non ... composi te 
cons.truction but also for composite construction" Although the non-composite 
type is commonly used in buildings it is seldom used in bridge construction. 
Compoa.i te type of cOTI..struction is particularly sui tab1.e in highway bridges 
that are built; of 'stringers and east in place reinforced concrete slab .. 
Al.most in all hl.ghway bridges in which prestressed concrete stringers are 
used the composite action of the slab is taken i.nto account 0 
20 Object a,ndScope 
T7.s.e object of this work is to study analyticall.y the design 
criteri.a for prestressed concrete bea.mso The specific objectives of the 
work reported here have been as follows~ 
(1.) Ibstudy the cri.teriafor service l.oads) to present relations 
among variDUS unkno-wns and t.o develo~ the least weight design concept .. 
(2) To study and present si~pl.ified methods for calculating 
the ultimate fle.xu:ral capacity of' bea)1l.8 and. adopt a convenient method for 
use in thi.s studyo 
(3) To study the relationship between the all.owable stresses 
at servi.ee loafu3 and the safety factors against ultimate failure.. In 
addi ti.ony to present and discuss the effect of changing the allowable 
stresses at service l.oads and the safety factors against ultimate failure .. 
=)= 
This stu<\y is limited to simply supported beams and includes 
both non""composi.te and composite construction 0 It is assumed that the 
prestressing operation is carried out all at one timeo Computations of 
load factors have been based. on f'ai.lu,re in fle.xu.re and limited to bonded' 
beams 0 
To exempli:f-.Y' the d,iscllssions in, this wurk, a set of allowable 
stresses has "been adopted. which is in accoro.ance with the d.esign criteria 
set f'orth by the United States ::Bu.reau of Public Roads 0 
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4" Notations 
:f:ne letter symbols used. i.n this work are generalJ.y defined when 
they are first introd:u.ced.p ::Fhese 8yrribols are listed below for convenient 
reference 0 
. Section Properties 
A area of ent,ire concrete section 
A area of "entire composite section, that ia, the sum of 
c 
areas of the beam section and that part of the slab 
£section acting c01D:1?ositely with the beam 
-5'" 
A == total area of :-,prestressing steel 
s 
a A /A 
c" 
b width of rectangular section or flange width of I or 
T""sec.tioili) 
b"J width of web I orT-sections 
c d.iBtance between bottom fiber and the center of gravity 
of steel 
c 
h cover ratio 
d effective depth, i 0 eo, distance between top fi'ber and the 
c.enterofgravl.tyof steel, 
e eccentri.city of :prestressing force, iDe. ,distance between 
center of 'gravity of 'concrete and .center of gravity of steel 
== e t 0 Of: to h == ec.cen;rl.cl .... y ra- 'lO 
h == total depth of section 
I == moment of inerti.a of 'flection about the bending axis 
:= moment o:f inerti.a of 'the composite sect~ion p~oJ?er about the 
bendIng .axi.s. 
k2 == rati.o of'dis.tance between top of beam, andcenterofcompres .... 








ratioo,fneutral ax.is depth at fai.l.ure to effective depth d 




== A /bd 
8" 
== rad,ius of gyrat:ion of section about the bending axis 
ram.us of gyration ofco:rnposi te section about the bending axis 
-6-
s width of slab effective in composite action 
T = thickness of slab 
t = thickness of flange} I or ~-sections 
Nt in terms of w 
Yb distance between the neutral axis of the beam. section proper 
and bottom fiber of the beam 
Ybc distance between the neutral axi~ of 'composite section and 
bottomfi ber of the beam 
Yt distance between the neutraJ.. axis of beam section proper and 
the top fiber of the beam 
Y
tc 
::::: distance between the neutral axis of composite section and 








::::: r'2/h'2) the beam efficiency 






Loads and Moments 
C ::::: R /0 
c c 
M ::::: moment due to all loads. applied to the structure after the 
a 
Md ::::: 
M == g 
~ 
slab is set 
M + M = moment due to dead load 
s g 
AJ..,2 l 8 = moment due to the weight of the beam proper 
moment due to live load impact 
=1= 
M= moment due to Bla"b 
s 
Mt == Md + 1\ = moment due to total. load 
M == moment at ultimate :failure 
u 
NI == the live load safety factor against ultimate failure 




== ~Pt total prestressing force after losseS 









~t = unit -weight of concrete 
'Stresses 
f'V ultimate compressive strength of concrete 
c 
f average concrete stress in comnression zone at fail.ure 
eli :I:' 
f ' ultimate tensile strengtho:f prestressing steel 
s 
f tensile stress in steel at transfer 
s 
f' ==~:f = tensile st.ress in steel after losses:J that is) the 
se s 
effective prestress 
:f == tensile stress in steel at ultimate 
8U 
-p ::::. 1tyield~l stress of prestressing steel) that is) the stress 
-SY 
in steel at 002 percent plastic set 







allowable co:mpressive stress in concrete at transf'er 
allowable co:m;pressive stress in concrete af'ter losses 
allowable tensile stress in concrete af'ter loss.es 
actual tensile stress in concrete at transfer 
actual compressive stress in concrete at transf'er 
actuaJ. compressive stress in concrete af'ter los ses 
actual tensile stress in concrete af'ter losses 
f' If' se s ef'fectiveness 
€ limiting strain at which concrete crushes in a. beam 
u 
€ strain in concrete at the level of steel due to prestress 
ce 
€ strain in concrete at the level .ofsteel at f'ailure 
Cli 
E strain in steel due to ef'fective prestress f' 
se se 
€ strain in steel at failure of beam 
au 
E strain in steel at Hyield stress YV f BY sy 
ClIA.P'.rER Xl 
A ,STUDY QF DESIGN CRITERIA ,FaRNON-COMFUSITE PRESTRESSED 
CONCRETE :BEAMS AT .SElVICE LOADS 
5 ~ Introduction 
The design criteria of prestre'ssedconcrete may be clasSified into 
two groups... Thecri t,eria in the first SirOUP are generally known as thedes,ign 
criteria for servi.ee loa~'S.Q T.hf~J~e criteria lImit the stresses in the s,tructur.e 
during its service life~ ~'he criteria in the.second group provide a qua.nti~ 
taiii:vemeasuref'or the safety of the structure and are known .as the criteria 
fo:r u1. t:1:m:atedesign" 
A :eomprehenslves.tudyof interrelationship among prestressed concrete 
de$:ign .criteria .should. inelude both .criteria. for taervic:e loads, and for ultimate 
de~ign\! }[owevet", $ince the criteria in each group have originated fiom.en-
tirelydlfferent concepts,. a .studyo.fthi.s type would necessarily involve 
numerous independent variables" To simpl.ifythe problem to a _certain ·extent, 
It :tS' de3irable to study $,epara telyeaeh group o.fcri terial> After acompre ... 
hensive study is made of 'each group individually, means may be .sought to 
correlate the two grOUpta of 'criteria.. To begin with., the criteria in the 
first group will be .examined", 
Thi$ chapter:} therefore, is ded.:tca,ted. to a study of the design 
criterlafor service loads for nonF<C'Qmpo~ite s.ections. It contains the pre ... 
sentation. .ofsignificant unknOWDfl) their interrelations; and the. introduction 
of the least weight designconeept .. 
69 MSm:nptions 
In order to facilitate the study of' the de.signcriteria for 
service loads., the follo:wing as.sumption$ ar'e made: 
-9-
=10= 
The flexural-member is a simply supported beamo 
(2) The l.leam is prismatic 0 
( 3) The bendi.ng is sJrlIillletr1.cal.; that is,? the cross~section 
of the beam h.as one ax.is o:f symm.et.ry.9 and all t.he loads acting are in the 
:plane or tll.is axis 0 
(4) Tb.e concrete acts as an el.astic mE.teri.al and remains un-
cracked uncler the service load.s 0 
(5) In ad.<lition to the prestressing force,!) the beam is subjected 
to its own weight,? superiID:posea. d.ead 1.oad . .9 live .loaq. (and impact) which act 
in the same directiono 
(6) lJ:!he -beam 1.13 prestressed in one stage.9 and, at the time of pre-
stressing; the only load act/Lng is the weIght of the beam itself 0 
( The effecti:v"e area of the cross=section remains constant 
throughout the loading condLitlons.; that is,? composJ.te design has not been 
consid.ered.o 
(8) The center o:f gravity of the :prestressing force is below the 
kern po:int of the sectio:no 
The a'bove assumpt.i.()ns are. lrrtrod.ueed. in o~<ier t.o simplify the study., 
Simil.ar presentation can he mad.e wIt.hout mak.ing the above assumptions a 
8/1.(1 'W'ouJ..cl tend to complicate the study 
and obscu,re tb.e fU . :rld.amentt;~.1. which are meant to be accentuated 
in this stud.yo the Iim:ttatio:o.s imposed c':>I'!."esponcl to a great 
majority of the flexu.ral illf2mbel' 8 which have 'been 0:::0 are be:i.ng constructed. 0 
70 Loading Condi tions a~nd. Allowa:ble Stresses 
From the t:i.me it comes i.nto being) throu.gh its service life a pre= 
stressed~ r::,oncrete 'beam is ac~t.u2,ll.y subjected t,J infinite cond:Ltions of loac1ingo 
HO~lever.? there 8~re: only a f\e'~\T limIting condi t:Lons \--Jhich interest a clesigner and 
-ll-
shou.Jd be _tnve,~)tlg8.ted. If only the loa.ds mentioned above -were acting, there 
wouLd be s tx l.imi tillg c.ondJ.tlons a..s shown be low. 
Loading Loads Prestressin.g 
Condition Actin.g* Force 
I Ii' + G Max:i.mum 
II F + G + S Maximum 
III F + G<ill+ 13 L + I Maximum 
TV F + G Minimum 
V F.+ G + S Minirrrum 
VI F+G+S+L + I Minimum 
*F = prestressing force; G ~ weight of the 





S = superimposed 
Conditions and are temporary and correspond to transfer, 
which is the instant the of the prestressed concrete beam is completede 
At transfer the force is the because no losses have to 
tAke place'ill The concrete on the other is the lowest and is some ... 
The specifications allowable stresses 
for concrete at transfer as functions of concrete at the time of transfere 
However, in this the allowable concrete stresses at transfer are taken as 
percent.ages of the concrete 'This modification can be made con-
venien,tly since the of concrete at transfer and at 28 is known .. 
this work the a.llowable stress in concrete at 
transfer will be as f ! and the allowable tensile stress at tl"8J:lSfer 
will be to as The dimensionless are defined 
as the stress coefficients at transfer that to the &llov-
a.ble a.nd tensile stresses in concrete II) the range of 'may 
be frClm 0" to 0 55 while may vary between 0 end 0",10 .. 
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Conditions TV, V, and VI are the final loading conditions in which the 
prestressing force has reached the minimum and effective value. In these conditions 
it is assumed that all the losses have taken place IP The concrete strength is the 
highest and is equal to ft.. The specifica.tio~.s give allowable concrete stresses for 
c 
the final loading conditions as percentages or functions of the 28-day strength of 
concrete .. 
Inthis\eTork the allowable final compressive stress in concrete will be 
referred to as Alf' and the allowable final tensile stress will be designated as 
c 
or ff.. The dimensionless quantities I\. I and at a.re defined as the fina.l stress co-
c 
efficients that respectively correspond to the allowable compressive and tensile 
stresses. The range of A.' may be from 0 .. 35 to 0 .. 45 while a' may vary bet'\{een 
-0,,10 and 0. 
It can be shown that Coudi tions I and VI are the most imporvant conditions 
of loading. Condition I generally governs the first three conditions, while Con-
di t10n VI always governs the second three cond1 tiona.. For the limi tat.ions made, 
therefore, there are only two loading conditions which should be lnves-t:,igated .. 
B 6 The Four Ba.s i c Re quiremen ts 
In each condi t10n of loading, the top and bottom fibe!" stresses (ex~~reme 
fiber stresses) must be less than the corresponding allowable stress in concrete .. 
Evidently, since on the basis of the a.bove discuss ion, there are two governing 
loading conditions, there will be four requi.rements to be met GO Thes e requirements 
a.re as follows: 
(1) In Looding Cond:j. tion I, the tension at the top fiber (O:tf(~) must 
be less than or equal to the allowable tension at transfer (a~f~) .. 
In Loading Ccndttion I, the compression at the bottom fiber (~tf~) 
must be less than or eQual to the allowable compression at transfer (~tf~). 
In Loading Condition VIy the compression at the top fiber (l\f') must 
c 
be less than or equal to the allowable final compress.ive stress (l\lfi). 
c 
(4) In Loading Condition VI, the tension at the bottom fiber (CAr ') must 
c 
be less than or equal to the allowable final tensile stress (a'fl). 
c 
Using the notations in the preceding chapter, the above requirements can 





- 1) Yt 0: f I a!f' -(- - M - = < A 2 g I t c t c 
r 
(1) 




- 1) Yt ,,-ff < l\'f' _.(- + H 1= A 2 t c c 
r 
Pt eYb 1) Yb afi aYf' -(-+ + Mt 1= < A 2 c c (4) 
r 
the prestressing force at transfer, 
the gross cross sectional area of the beam, 
e the eccentricity of the prestressing force, 
r the radius of gyration of the section, 
the distance of the top fiber from the neutral ax:Ls, 
the distance of the bottom fiber from the neutral axis, 
the moment of inertia of the section, 
M g 
A/'L2 
the moment due to the weight of the beam, taken as -0 ' where 
l is the unit weight of concrete and L is the length of simple span, 
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Mt lB the moment due 'to all vertical load.s acting on the Deam" 
at' At' >.., 0: = percentages of f~; when multiplied by f~ they represeDt 
the actual stresses in a beam, 
Pt 
'11 ::IiIl the effectiveness, taken as p where P is the f1nal or effective 
prestressing force. 
9- Introduction of the Significant Unknowns 
A~2 
Introducing h as the overall depth, Mg :: --a--' and Mt = Me. + HI ' tlle 























Substituting the above quantities in Eqs" (1'), (2 I), (3') J and (4') and 
rearranging, the four basic requirements can be written as follows: 
ill [P(l ! M - 1 ] 
m [ p(l ~6) + 1 J 
-TJIl [P(l ! 6) - 1 J 
1 
6 
- BpW (1 + 6) == At 
(1 + R) 
+ 81=W (1 + 6) :.: A 
6(1 + R) 




If the values of at' ""t' A., a, and Tl are known or assumed, there will be 
six unkno'l11ns in the above four equations, namely, €, P, 6, w, m, and R" Since 
there are only four equations a'V'8llable between these six unknowns, there will be 
many acceptable sets of solutions for these unknownse 
1Q .. 
In the preceding section it was shown that there are six dimensionless 
unknowns in the design of So prestressed concrete simple beam.. In order to under ... 
stand the physical of these unknowns, and their practical range of 
variation each unknown is discussed in the folioving paragraphs .. 
(a) The De Factor w 
"-'-'-'-''''''''''.A.Il. W has been considered an a reasonable value for it can 
be established.. The expression for w, contains the unit weight of concrete r 9 
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the length of span LJ the 28-day concrete strength f~, and the depth of the beam, 
h. Of these four quantities only h is unknown.. Therefore, the quantity w is ac-
tually an expression for the depth of the beam.. The depth of the beam, on the 
other hand, is frequently controlled by other than structural requirements such 
as clearance or arch! tecturaJ... By making a reasonable estimate for the depth of 
the bewn h, one can determine the 'Y8J.ue of w. 
It can be shown that theoretically w can vary between zero and infinity. 
However, in practical problems w varies between unity for very long spans and 
about 15 for short spans ~ 
(b) The Efficiency p 
The efficiency p is a measure of the efficient distribution of cross 
2/ 2 sectional area. • From the expression for P, r h, one can conclude that for a. 
given depth the greater r becomes the more the efficiency of the section. Theo-
retically p varies between zero and. 0 .. 25. In a hypotheticeJ.. section in which all 
the area is concentrated at the neutral axis, P is equal to zero.. On the other 
hand, the maximum p of 0.25 would result if all the area were concentrated at the 
extreme fibers to 
The practical range of p is from Oc08 to 0,,14.. For a rectangular sec-
tion p is a constant va.lue and is equal to 0 .. 0833.. For I-sections p varies be-
tween 0010 and 0.14, whjle for T-sections and inverted T-sections it lies between 
0.08 and. 0.10 .. 
( c ) The Shape Fac tor 6, 
The ah~pe factor 6 is a measu-re of the position of the neutral a.xis of 
a section.. Al.though theoretically 6 may vary between zero and infinity, its pra.c-
tical range is limited" For rectangu.lar sectiOns, symmetrical I-sections and all 
sections in which the neutral axis is at mid-depth, 6 is equal to unity.. For prac .... 
tical T-sections and unsymmetrical I-sections in which the top flange is heavier 
than the bottom flange, its range is from 1.2 to about 1 .. 6. For inverted T-sect10D8 
and sections with heavy bottom flange it may vary between 006 and 0.9. 
(d) The Reinforcement Factor m 
The reinf'orcement factor m is the ratio of stress at the neutraJ. a.xis 
to the 28-day concrete strength, ~;.). Its theoretical range is from zero to in-
c 
finity, however, practically it is from 0.12 to 0.40. 
(e) The Eccentricity Factor € 
The eccentricity factor € is a measure of effective utilization of the 
prestressing force. From the expression for €, e/h, one can conclude that for a 
given depth, € increases with eccentricity. The quantity € theoretically varies 
2 
r The lower limit J h corre sponds to the case in which the 
Yt 
center of gravity of steel coincides with the lO'W"er kern point. The upper limit 
corresponds to the hypothetical condition in which the center of gravity of steel 
coincides with the bottom fiber of the section. Practically, although the lover 
limit may be reached, it is impossible to have the higher limit" Generally € rlll 
vary between 0.2 and 0.55" 
(r) The Moment Ratio R 
The quantity R is the ratio of moment caused by the applied loads to the 
moment due to the weight of the beam.. TheoreticaJ.ly it can vary between zero aDd 
infinity, however, its practical. range of variation is from zero to about 10. 
11. The Relationship AmOng tbe variables 
From the discussion of the six unknowns in the preceding section, it 18 
evident that w and p can be estimated with more accuracy than the other unknOVDBo 
if they are assumed to ·be independent variables., Eqs ~ (la) through 
( :~~ 8.) will C ont.ain four unlrrw-wns 6., ill? E. , and R 6 
A simultaneous solution of Eqs .. (la.) tbro1.lg...'rl. (4a) yields the following 
e x:pre s s ions for the four unknown.s ~ 
ill :: (6) 
+ ) + 1 ] r~lI,) + 1j(CV ll,t l] 
aw L (l\tA. - Ctta) 
[ (at-A ) + 11 ( ext + 1\ t ~ - (;1. - '1 ) (8) 
It should be noted that the Expresslons (5) a.r1.li. (6) for 6. and m are 
and do not contain other unknowns" Hovever., ex.})ressions (7) and. (8) are 
upon SJld Po 
(8) can a.1.so be presented to' the following two forms: 
R ;:::: (8a) 
R ;:::: + 1) ~ (1 = '1) (8b ) 
Pin) an.d (8) the following will be obtained: 
R ; 
can be used as a substitute for Eq. (7)Q Since Eq 
rela.tions between :R and w.y they are more 
convenient to use in the study of relations among the UllknOWTIS., 
19.. The Design Criteria for Economy 
For the purposes of this study it has been assumed that the design '\-Thich 
requires the least quantity of material, both concrete and steel, is the most eco ... 
nomical c Although in practice a least weight design may not necessarily be the 
most~ economical, the quantity of materials needed 1vould, nevertheless, always be 
the most important single economic consideration .. 
(a) Variables Affecting the Area of Concrete 
The parameter ~ implicitly defines the area of the concrete; ~ is the 
ratio of the moment caused by the applied loads (superimposed dead load and live 
load) to the moment produced by the "reight of the beam.. For a simply supported 
M 8M 
beam R =: ~ =: ~2 0 For a given applied load an increase in R will result in a 
Mg ArL 
decrease in the cross-sectional area of the bearne 
From Eqo (8) it may be observed that for given. £., .& atld 21J stress co-
efficients as near the allowable as possible woul.d be desirs,bIe:; that is:J in order 
to obtain the minimum concrete area, the following must. be satisfied" 
at =: a V t 
'\ '\ t /\,t =: I'l.t 
a=:(t 
This means that for a given ~ £; and 2}, the exact satisfaction of the 
four requirements will result in the mini.TUUn1 concrete area.. However, from Exp .. 
(5) it may be seen that the four requirements can be satsified exactly only when 
6 assurnes the following value 
for values of ~ other than 6 one or more of the requirements will have to be 
cr 
satisfied by a margine 
=20= 
From Exps~ (5) and for a g:i'len h» Ps and 1b the followi.ng cri teria 
ponds to the smallest concret.e area., 
~ > 6 .~ Requ:trements 
cr 
and (3):; either 01" both may be satisfied '\d th 
a, ma1"g:t.n,;> while (2) and (4) lW.J.st be satisfied exactly", 
6. < Requirements (2) and (J+)p eiijher or both may 'be satisfied with 
a marg:in,? while (1) and (3) must be satisfied exactly .. 
.!~ =: All four requirements IITUBt 'be sat,i.sfied exactly" 
) Variables t.he Area· of 
Eque.tion (6) ean be vtri t,ten in the follow-:ing fo:rms ~ 
ill = 
m= 
From the above it may be observed that for a given vaJ.ue of 
m decreases Since ill is a measure 
qt; "becomes; the less is the percentage of 
steel 
Si:milarly the ex 
The cri ter.lia would thus ve the m:tnl:arum area of concrete and 
J.OlilTest 
6> Requiyoemer:~ts ar:td { satie,f:led exactly and (3) wi th 
satisfied exactl.y and (2) vlith 
... 21 ... 
(c) The Least Weight Design Criteria: 
When 6 is not equal to 6. , the following four criteria will produce 
cr 
the least weight design. 
Criterion I: When 6 > 6 , Criterion I corresponds to a design which 
cr 
produces the minimum area of concrete and the lowest corresponding steel area. 
Evidently, in this case it is necessary to satisfy Requirements (1), (2), and 
(4) exactly and (3) by a margin. 
Criterion II: When 6 > 6 , Criterion II corresponds to a design whiCh 
cr 
produces the minimum area of concrete and the highest corresponding steel area .. 
In this case it is necessary to satisfy Requirements (2), (3), and (4) exactly 
and (1) by a margin .. 
Criterion III: When 6 < 6 , Criterion III corresponds to a design 
cr 
which produces the minimum area of.concrete and the lowest corresponding steel 
area.. In this case it is necessary to satsify Requirements (1), (3), and (4) 
exactly and (2) by a margin. 
Criterion IV: When b. < 6 , Criterion IV corresponds to a design which 
cr 
produces the minimum area. ot concrete and the highest corresponding steel area/il 
In this case it is necessary to satisfy Requirements (1), .(2), and (3) exactly 
and (4) by a margin .. 
For convenience the above criteria have been summarized in a tabular 
form as follows: 
=22= 
Amount of Corresponding 
Re qu:i,rements satisfied concrete for Prestressing Corresponding 
Criterion Exactly Given wand p Force Eccentricity 
I (1) (2) (4) Minitrrum Minimum Maximum 
6>6 
cr 
II (2) (3) (4) Minimum Maximum Minimum 
III (1) (4) Minimum M:l.n.imum Maximum 
IV (1) (2) Minimum Maximllln Minimum 
13" !. Study of ~h::. Relationship a.11long the Urumowns 
It has been Sh01~ that at service loads for known or assumed values of 
stress coefficients and ~ there are six unknowns that IllUSt be determined in design 
of a prestressed concrete beamo Furthermore, the relationships among the six un-
knowns have been defined by Eqso (5)J (6)~ (8), and (9)" 
In this discussion these equations are used to study the relati.onships 
-among the unknowns" Various ranges of ,6, corresponding to the least weight design 




1\ -' 0048 
'f...' ::: 0 .. 40 
a' := 0 
Assuming that the strength of concrete at transfer is e~out 80 percent 
If its strength at 2.8 days J the above coefficients will become about the same as 
the ones recommended in the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria. The assumed effective-
ness of 0.80 corresponds to a total loss of about 20 percent which seems to a 
reasonable average for most specifications. 
For the above stress coefficients 
T)A. 1 + 0
' t 
l::J.cr ::& 110i + A.' = t 
0.80 x 0.48 + 0 
0.80 x 0004 + 0.40 = 
In order to obtain the m:I.nimum area of concrete for a section in which 
J:j:m 0.89, all requirements must be satisfied exactly.. For a section in wh.1.ch 6. 
> 0.89.; the minimum area of concrete will result if Requirements, (2) and (4) are 
satisfied exactly. On the other hand for a section in which 6 < 0.89, Require-
ments (1) and (3) must be satisfied exactly in order to obtain the minimum area. 
of concrete 0 Assuming a. specific value for D. in ea.ch case , its various ranges 
are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. 
(8.) ~=D. 
cr 
In thi.s case since 6. :::!::::. = 0089, the bottom flange of the section 
c1' 
1s somewhat heavier than the top flange. In non~compoBite construction this 
type of a beam may be undesirable fo~ a possible compression failure at ultimate. 
However, in t.his discussion :it wi.ll be investigated on the basis of service load 
Since all requirements must be satisfied exactly, the substitution of 
the stress coefficients and fl in Eqs", (6L (8), and. (9) will yield the following 
values .. 
m ::: 0 .. 235 
R ::: 6053 Pw - 0.20 
R ::: 2 e 96 e:w ~. 1 .. n 
(10) 
(ll) 
) 6. > 6 cr 
case is the most practical one; the rectangular sections, sym-
and. all sect10na in which the top .1s heavier than 
bottom ... """ .. ~,,,,, In this ease in order to obtain 
Requirements (2) and (4) llIU8t be satisfied exactly <I> In order to study 
two 1east criteria a 
It has been shown that in this ease it is necessary to 
Requirements (1), (2), and (4) exactly and (3) a 
With the of A. all stress coefficients are moWll aDd A. can be 
A.:::: ---
Hence for to, = the stress coefficients corresponding to I 
will be 
a:= :II 0 
coefficients in @ ( 
0,,22 
R paJ ." 
Table 1 contains Eqs. (lOa) and (l1a) for values of 6 equal to 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 
1.75, and 2.00. 
Criterion II: It can be shown that in this case Requirements (2), (3), 
and (4) must be satisfied exactly and (1) by a margin. 
In this ca.se all stress coefficients a.re known except at which can be 
computed from Eq. (5) taking 6 • 1. 
T}A.' + a' (t _ ~.) 
~ ... 0 .. ()2 
Eence for 6 :: 1, the stress coefficients corresponding to Criterion II 
will be 
at 51 ... 0.02 
A.t :: A-t = 0 .. 48 
A. := ~t :: 0.40 
o :: at:: 0 
Substituting the above coefficients in Eqs. (6) and (9) the following 
will re stU t 
m :: 0 .. 25 
R =3.34 €W em 1 .. 87 (llb) 
From Eq. (Sa) it can be seen tha.t for a given value of 6, R is only 
dependent upon two stress coefficients ~t and 0. Therefore, substitution of the 
above coefficients in Eq. (6) will result in Eq .. (lOa)" 
A tabulation of Eq .. (11'0) for values of i.). equal to 1 .. 00, 1 .. 25, 
1.75 and 2 .. 00 is MSO included in Table 1. 
(c) 
This case is rather uncommon in non-composite construction.. The sec-
tions corresponding to this case include inverted T ... sections and sections in 
ill than the Beams l..n this category 
fail in will be discussed 
of serv1ee load 
order to obtain the sinimum conerete 
be satisfied To illustrate the discussion 6 will be 
shown that in this case is necessary to 
( j,), ( 3 ), and (4) and (2) by a 
coefficients are known which can be computed from 
( ) 






R :::: 5 18 pw ~ 0&20 (lOc. ) 
R 2$ €W = 2 .. 29 (llc) 
Table 2 contains a tabtllat:1.on of 
o o. and 0" 
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Criterion IV: It can be shown that in this case it 1s necessary to 
satisfy Requirements (1), (2), and (3) exactly and (4) by a margin. 
All stress coefficients are known except a which can be computed by Eq. 
(5) taking 6 = 0.50. 
IV will be 
0: = 2:. (110:' + "-') t - T}f.. I = -0 . 168 t 
Hence for 6 = 0.50, the stress coefficients corresponding to Criterion 
ex 







Substituting the aoove coefficients in Eqs. (6) and. (9) anJ Bimplify-
ing the following will result: 
In - 0.506 
R (lId) 
A tabulation of Eq. (lld) for values Gf 6 equal to 0.)0, 0.571, 0.667, 
and O~799 and 0.89 is also included in Table 2. 
The values of m an:l the stress coefficients for Criteria I and II are 
shm.ffi in rllable 3 for convenient reference. 'rable 4 shows a similar tabulation 
for Cr1.teria III and IV. 
It can be conclu,-ted that on the basis of least weight design, for a 
given value of 6, (1) the quantity m can be ,obtained, (2) linear relationships 
between R and w can be t::stablished. 
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The Relationship between t and the Cover Ratio 
The quantity tj which is defined as the ratio of eccentricity to the OTer-
all depth of the beam (e/b) seems to be a. convenient variable in this study G How ... 
ever, practically it is more convenient to estimate the cover ratio than t. The 
cover ratio is defined as the ratio of the distance between the bottom fiber and 
the center of gravity of steel to overall depth of the beam.. The cover which 
is the distance of the bottom fiber to the center of gravity of steel is designated 
'by c in this study 0 
It can be shown that for any section the following expression is correct: 
Table 5 shows the values of € for different values of 6. and three val ... 
c The values of t corresponding to h == 0 have 
no They are given in order to show the 11mi ting condi tiona .. 
It should be noted that all values of € chosen in the subsequent study 
c 
are based upon the three values of b mentioned above c 
150 The Graphical Representat,!s?n of Relations amo:llg the Unknowns 
In order to facilita.te the sttldy of relations among the unkn.ows it is 
desirable to all equations defining the relationship between R and w for the 
fou.r discussed in the preceding section OJ In the following pa.rag:raphs 
the plots are discussed for each case. 
(a) 
In this case 6 := 0 .. 89 and In := 00235.. Eqs" (10) and (11) are plotted in 
., 1 w 8.s abscissa and R as ordinate.. The ordinate is varied f'r0lI zero 
to and abscissa is taken .from zero to 15.. 'l~he range for w and R is in 
accordance with practical sections. Equation (10) which contains the parameter p 
has been plotted for four values of p namely, 0.08, 0.10, 0 .. 12, and 0.14. .The 
range of p corresponds to practical sections. Equation (11) which contains the 
parameter € has been plotted on the same figure with broken lines using three 
values of €, 0.271, 0.571, and 0.471. The thick broken line marked € = 0.471, 
corresponds to a case in which the center of gravity of the prestressing steel 
is at the bottom fiber. The other broken lines for € of 0.271 and 0.371 corres-
c pond respectively to h of 0.20 and 0.10. 
(b) 6>1::. cr 
In this case the variation of w with R has been plotted for Criteria 
I and II assuming various values of 6. Figure 2a shows the plot of Eqs. (lOa) 
and (lla) for Criterion I wh~n 6 = 1. As before w is taken as abscissa and 
varied from zero to 15, while R is taken as ordinate and varied between zero 
·and 10. Equation (lOa) has been plotted for five values of 6, namely, 0.08, 
0.0833, 0.10, 0.12, and 0.14. The line corresponding to p = 0.0833 is drawn as 
a heavy line to show distinctly the relation between R and w for a rectangular 
section.. Equation (lla) has been plotted on the same figure with broken lines 
for values of € equal to 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. The plot for € = 0.5 corresponds 
to a case in vhic~ the center of gravity of steel is at the bottom fiber and is 
shown with a heavy broken line. Similarly the broken lines for € of 0.3 and 0.4 
c 
correspond respectively to ~ of 0.20 and 0.10. 
II 
Figure 2b shows the plots of Eqs. (lOa) and (llb) corresponding to Cri-
terion II when ~ = 1. Evidently, Eq. (lOa) is the same in Criteria I and II and 
1s plotted again in Fig .. 2b" Equation (lIb) has been plotted on the same figure 
using the same values for € as in the preceding case. lv'letz llefarence Room .: 
'1 Department CivJ.. 
B106 
.. ' \'." 
F tgures )a t.hrough 6b >;,ho'W' similar plots for Cr:i teria I and II for fOur 
vEJ.lues uf t:!J namely 1 .. 25, l,,::;O.? 17 .. 5» and 2.00" In each case the same ordinate 
a.nd a.bscissa are used and similar values .for'p and € are taken.. In each case the 
plot corresponding to the limiting value of e: is shown vi th a heavy broken line 0 
(c) 6<6-
cr 
The graphical presentation is identical ~ th the preced~ case.. The 
variation of w with R has been plotted for Criteria III and IV assuming various 
values for t:,." Figure lOa shows the plots of Eqs" (lOc) and (lic) for Criterion 
III 'When b.:: 0 .. 50.. Figure lOb shows the plots of Eqs. (lOc) and (lie) for Cri-
terion TV when for the same value of 60 The same abscissa and ordinate haTe been 
used as be fore and the value s of p and. € are s imllar to the pre ceding case 0 
Figures 78, through 9b show similar plots for Criteria III and IV using 
values of 6. equ..aJ. to 0.571, 0;.,661, and O.80~ 
16,. The Interpretation of Relations among the Unknowns 
Important conclusions can be drawn frOJ!D the mathematical. and graphical 
presentation of relations between R and w for the four criteria in the preceding 
sections. In the follo'W'iDg paragraphs these conclusions are restated and sum-
In o~er to obtain the least area of concrete , it is necessary to satisfY 
the four requirements exactl.,-. This can be done only for a specific position of 
the neutral 
fined @ (10) 
section8l area. of 
w is 
that 6 must be equsJ. to the know value of 6. ... In this cr 
(ll) as plotted in 
Eq. (11) defines the eccentricity. :For a 
9 1 one can conclude that an increase in p will result in an increase in R and 
a decreue in the cross sectional area" The vaJ.ue of P, however J should be low 
to a sufficient covere 
Since 10 most speeificatioD8 6 < lp 8ati8~g four conditions exactly 
cr 
will resuJ.t in beams with a flange in compar1 Bon with the top flWlge. 
For ~ vaJ.ue of l:l other than 6. J it would no longer be possible to satisfy the 
cr 
foUl'" exactly" One Or more requirements will have to be satisfied 
a. in a heavier section. 
If t:. > for the least weight section, Requirements (2) and (4) must 
'be satisf:1ed and Criteria I and II have been defined. Therefore I for a. 
value of 6, and w both criteria. will produce the same cross sectional 
the variation of R with w for a given of p 
variation of R with w for a value of E 1s not the same 
I 
of concrete value of IE needed. In Criterion 
area. of steel 1s maximum for the area of concrete the 
value of is 
A of " 28. and 2b resuJ. ts in an important conclusion" For 
small values of w, the efficiency is limited in Criterion I because of lim1ta-
t:1ons on while in Criterion since € is comparatively large, a 
be possible. It can be concluded, therefore; that for 
small range w Criterion 11 might produce a 1.ighter sectiono For example, a.ssume 
that t::.::: 1~, w ::: 5 and l.t is D.~cessary to have IE: ::: O~ 40. AWlying Criterion I.I' 
from 28. the maximum possible p will be a.bout 0012 corresponding to a value 
of R which Is a.bout 305 ApplytrJ.g Criterion II; from Fig .. 2b the value of P is 
more than. 0., 
should 
th.aD 
that there 18 a 
~y not be realized,,-
l1ldtatioD on 
above conclusions can be ~eloe:lr8Jbl.Z;eC1. to sections in 
A of 1Dd1cate 
era! c:baracter1stics 
A of' 
Rww for a 
A that tlle 
.6. in the for 
P 
If <: th.at for the 
) BUst be satisfied aDd in this cue 
for 
w for 
yariat10n of of <i not 
the 
'Vi til Cr1 ter10n 
of 
t.:be \.Jl,JI,U .... I_ffiil\.Ib ... '-. 
V~~~y~,~~ for aerTice 
However, before a 
~,v and the 
can be made it is necessary to develop 
of the section. 
It can be shova that for I-sections such &s shown in Fig. 11 
the 1s correct: 
P :II (12) 
in 'Which 
b ::: the width of the 
b v :::: the thickness of the 
t :: the thickness of the and the other terms 
. ha.ve been defined 
) is 11& The efficiency p is taken as or-
dfnate and varied from zero to 0.25; 1s taken as abscissa and varied from zero 
to Oe50G In ® (12) b V is taken as 00 0 0@30, 0.40, and 0&500 
For T-section such as shown in 12 the relations can be 
p :;; (13) 
(14) 
b :;; the width of the 
:II the width of the stem 
t :::: the thicknes s of the flange, and the other terms 
have been defined 
repre-
12&.. Tbe p is 
1" 
as ordinate and as 
common v1. th 
6 have been usedo 
as shown in the re-
(1 (15) 
(16) 
) in similar to the of 
out Q ( ) and ( can be obtained from e 
1 
all values of 6 .. 13 -= for /:). 
if of the of 6, 
CUJl:"1re is sufficient to sho'!." 
T i:o.\!erted for convenient reference 
in thickness and bottom 
is twice that of the bottom 
2 
r 




t (6 + 1) - 2 (2 - 6) (18) 
2 
which b is the width of the top and Eqs. (17) and (18) are plotted in 
Fig .. 140 
I-section in which the thickness of 






2t (6 + 1) ~ 2 h (~ = 1) 
== ------------~~------~ ~ 2) (1 ~ 6) 
Equations (19) and (20) are plotted :tn Fig .. 15 . 
(20) 
specti vely by 
.. (19) and (20) can be obtained from Eqse (17) and (18) re-
I 6 for all values of 60 
following may be followed in designing a beam: 
l'i> Choose a value for on the ba.sis of the previous develop.lent it is 
desirable to be 8S close to 6. as pOBs1ble .. 
cr 
20 Choose values for h and Po Tbe choice of h i6 not a structural 
problem and should be determined cODsidering the clearance requirements and the 
t.·::i.ght;, of the building. The efficiency p can be estimated accurately if the type 
of the sect.ion is mown. For a symmetrical I -section p should be in the order of 
0 .. 12 for T -beams about 0.09 .. 
3. Compute w, R and the cross-sectiOD&l area .. 
4. From Eqs. (12), (13), and (14), whichever applies assume a Talue 
for t/h and determine b'/be Since A 1s known, b can be ca'lputed. In complet1D& 
this step the tentative proportions of the section are determined .. 
50 Compute the eccentricity corresponding to the minimum and maxilRul 
steel areas. If the maximum eccentricity corresponding to a sufficient cover 18 
wi thin t.his range it can be adopted G Otherwise the assumptions of 6, h and P 
should be revised~ 
180 Introduction 
CHAPTER III 
ULT~TE FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF BEAMS 
wrrH BONDED REINFORCEMENT 
In the preceding chapter the first group of design Cl"i terie., that is 
the criteria. for service loa.d.B~ were inves·tigated independently" Before study-
ing the criteria in the second groUPJ the ultimate design crit.eria.) the ultimate 
flexural theory of beams will be examined.. Since the ultimate design criteria. 
are based on ultimate flexural strength of beams, it is neceasaryto understand 
the theory and methods used in the determination of flexural strength. 
This chapter contains a. brief presentation of the general theory, 
whicb forms the basis for estima.t.:ing the ultimate moment carrying capacity of 
a. prestressed concrete 8ection~ In addition~ a comparative study is made of 
several simplif1.ed procedures, which gi,re results fairly close to those ob-
tained by using the more exact and ela.borate methods.. The simplifying assump .... 
tiona made or in these procedures, and t~b.ei.r limi tatlons p are also dis-
cussed!!) It is not t.he purpose of this chapter to introduce a new theory, but 
only to restate the ideas concerni:ng the ul t1.mate strength of beams 
in flexure.9 as adapted to ac(~o:mmodate th:tEl studYQ 
Ge~eral E!pre~aion for U~~ Moment of ~ Beam 
A flexuraJ. fa.ilure takes place mostly by crushing of concrete, the 
tensile strain in the steel being within or outside the elastic 
depending on whether the beam is over or under=reinforced 0 Fa.ilure by 
fractu.re of the reinforcement is rare" 
- 37~' 
r the in a beam with bonded rein.forcement 
are dietri.buted across section at all 
strain in concrete toa 
of the concrete 
o 
at ultimate load is curvi""linear 
8 for 
acts at a distance fram the 
of block" 





For sectiDns or far sections in which the neutral 
ax.is lies mthin the the can be written 
in which 
the of the steel 
:: the stress in st~el at failure of the beam 
d :: the dis t.anc e from t.he center of of steel 
extreme 
:: ratio of -the d1stance of the force 
from the fiber to the of stress block 
p :=: of re:i.n.forcement 
b is the wid t.h of 
:; the average stress 
) can An 
inwhicb the neutral faJ~s be:'owthe 










m t.he strain 
the 
strain distribution we b~ve: 
+ 
strain in concrete at failure 
steel at failure @f the beam 
) 
€ = the strain in steel due to the effective prestress 
se 
€ = the strain in concrete at the level of steel due to 
ce 
effective prestress 
Other terms have been defined .. 
The steel stress f can be obtained from Eq. (22) with the use of the 
su 
6tress~stra1n relationshipe The ultimate resisting moment may then be 
evaluated by substituting the value of f so found in Eq. (21).. It may, be ob-
au 
served that E~s .. (21) and (22) are gen~ra.l and applicable to both under and over ... 
reinforced beams I> 
The procedure outlined above for obtaining the steel stress at failure 
of the beam is rather complicatedQ It involves either a trial and error proce-
dure or the use of arbitrary algebraic equations fitted to the stress-strain 
curve for the steel.. These procedures are hardly justifiable for routine design 
and difficult to handle for purposes of analytical study.. Several simplified 
expressions are discussed in the subsequent sections" 
~thod Suggested by Professor C .. POI Siess (4) 
For under~reinforced beams, E lies in the inelastic region of the 
su 
stress-strain curve, and it has been observed that the steel stress f at 
su 





::::: fV _ ,1-
s Cln 
- f ) SY' 
f :::: the stress at yield, usual1y taken as the stress corresponding 
sy 
q 
to 0 0 2 percent plastic set 
Pfsy 
= a measure of percentage of reinforcement taken as f 
eu 
~ :::: the valuE' of q corresponding to ba.lanJ~;ed failure (in which 
In which 
f = f 1 and i9 
su sy' "by the relat.ion 
-_ ..• ,--------
€ - E'. sy se 
for-
M -. A f I d l--1 = ( C + C2 ) u S 8 \ 1 (24- ) 
Equation (24) checks very closely with teet results reported Billet 
and Appleton (3), Sozen 
is observed even for over~reinforced beams for 
values of q as hig.,'I-J. '8.8 5 with an of conservatism which 
seems desirable o 
(24) may be furtb.er 
2 
( L ) which is small." 
[The factors affe the value of V8:...7 wi thin the follow~ 
:: 0®01 
-42 .. 
IE = 000033 to 0&005 Be 
€. 
ce 
= 0 .. 0004 
The wJ.ue of ~ would vary between 32 and 
:::: 250 kei 
f = 210 ksi 
sy 
~ :: 0042 f 
C, :::: 1 - f~Y :; 0016 
.J.. 
S 
C2 ::;;: ~ == 0,,134 to 00191' 
Thus C1 + C2 varies fram about OQ294 to 0,,357 with an average value 
1 
of about,,;, G 
J 








Where stee,l area fo:.r. a 'balanc,::ed, sf:':Z';tionc 





for lib f:t'om Eq c ( I' \ ) the a'bove equat::Lon r;an be 
:Met~hod. 
In the Tentat:ive 
Afd. 
8 S 
i~·he ~ToJ.ct COlImtl ttee 6 
( 28'b) 
for Prestressed. Gone.rete prepared. 
323, a rather ela'borate Iu.ethod :is I)re8ented 
:for the o:f ul.t:tmate In the f~o.ll.owing ~paragra:pha a 
brief o:f L:Lmate :lY'lexural of these 
reco:m:m.endat,i.onB are ir: .. cl'1.Jderd :f'o:r." the sake of in~;e:reErt; 0 
neutral axi.s li.e!S~ 
.fA ~ 
sf 
88ctton of wi.dtJ'i 'b ~ 0 
Be,;t~1.0n8 J.n whieh. the 
t:he uJ .. tj.Jlla te :flex il."Cal is glven 
and. the 
1) I ) . .f.. (I:j 0 r-J .;,.. ) ~_ it,; \ . ...A,.t.= 0 ,. '!J l (29b) 
ac:t lATi.th the reet.ang11.lar 
Metz Reference Room 
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the compreSSive strength of' the overhanging portions of the flange. 
The foilow::i.ng:empiricalandapproxilnateexpresgions for f'su are 
specified ."for use in .Eqg.~. (29a) .and (29b) provided that the :following ,condi;;;. 
;y1eld.5trengthcoupled wi tha.$ublltantia.l elongation before ,rupture" (In the 
actua1speeif'ieatioDJl a whole s;ection is dedicated to the required and de-
2.. Tm;effe,ctiye p~$tress 
pf" 
after losses. is not l~$s than .Q .. 5 fl ~ 
f5 
f' ..= ,ff (1 ~ 0 .. 5 f.··l~) 
au Sc (30) 
moraer to avoid the U$e. ofover~reinforczed beBJ'.I'JB, the per ..... 
cent'age ofpres'tresaing steel should be ~uch tha.t the ra.tios p f. 1ft for 
. ~ c 
Xf' a steel percentage in .. exceSS oJ~thi.$ amount is USed., the ultimate 
moll1eD.tsl:t1l11.be taken as n~t greater tha.n the :rollowing values: 
(31.a) 
(.·~h ....... )~.:'. 'lin . d ~1 t ,M'~.La.nge .Ji,,?e(;io:n:.s. 
X= 0,,-25 bd2 f':t. + 0,,85 fl (b ... btjt(d""OIf 5t) u ..... c e 
computing the ne~al:atr:engthof' the unbonded be,~.* In this s.tudy since 
230 A Comparative Study of' the S:i.mplified Methods 
The expressi,on f'or ul.ti.mate moment used in the three methods dis-
cussed may be written in the fo],lowing general for.m~ 
The 9.uantity Kd may 'be thought of as an e9.ui valent internal 
moment arm at fail,ure 0 ActualJ.y it :1.8 not the true moment arm for it cor-
responds to a tensile force A f v :instead of A :f 





The major variable which affects the value of K may be taken as 
For a .comparative study of the u.ltimate moments computed by the 
three methodr::i J it is sufficient to study the vari.ationof K versus 9. for each 
method" 
It :i,g necessary therefore" to establ,ish a relationship between .K 
and. 9. for each of the methods dil3cuE;sedo 




2.50 yOOO psi 
f = 210,,000 psi 
sy 
f 150)000 psi 
se 
O +.h b 0 f t'h"b . , . +-h' - f . th n v e as:H?l 0 ,';.ue a oye aS8uJ11Irtlons} ·v.de va.lue 0 .qb In e 
equation suggested by Professor Co Po 81egB is 0042.5, and Kcan be 
presented as 
(32) 
According to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria the value of K 
is constant and. is e<J.ual to 0.9 when p is less than Pb " The expression for 




. sy .2.l0 8lL 











Evidently in the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria 'lb 
The following can be conc1uded~ 
}i'or 9. < 0.193: 
K = 0.9 
For q > 0.193: 





The recommendationf;;l of the .JointCommi.ttee wi.l,l. be studied 
(33a) 
f:Lrst; for recta,ngluar sections and sec·tions in wbich the neutra.l axis falls 
be.low the flangeo Su"bstituting for fsu from E<J.o (30) inEq& (29a) and re-
arranging, the following value of K iftri.ll be obtained: 
pf! pf Y 2 
1 - 0.6 f~f3 + 0 .. 3 (f/:?) 
c c 
or 
if f :f 
since [;3 sy'eu p ~ := p. -.=-='~, ~ ~ ,- Ou953q fl 'f f' f 
e eu e sy 
hene e K:= (I ,= 0 0477 q) 
f 
Equati,on ('34a) is appli.cabl.e only when p f~U ::: 0030.' or q::: o. 39" 
c 
For values of q 2: 0039 the fol.loID.ng expression is given: 
The approxilI\.ate method. o,f the Joint Committee Recommendations 
wilT be used" to derive an expression for K for flanged sections ~ 
Substituting for from ]~!q 0 (3) inEq" ( 29b) andassunrl.ng 
fV 
S P f ~ := 0 0953 q and rearranging the fol.l.owing val.ue 0 f K w:i.l.l. be 0 btained ~ 
e 
Accordi.ng to the Recommend.ations the above value for K is valid 
+ 
only when ~ i.8 less than the fol1o'Wj.ng quant:tty~ 
1 11 -P IT' ~ a " P,l., do. 
su' C 
or (1 - 005 p ) 
and 
From the de:finiti.on of lsr and As" i.t can be shown that the 





The variation of K verSllS q will be studied for under ... 
t 
reinforced fLanged sections in which (1= 1.3)+ q (1 ..... Oo477q) and for 
this Ga,se t.he valu.e of A/A w:iIJ. be srfs 
A sr 10 I ~- = 1"l9 ~= 0,,19 A b 
s 
Evidently for the limiting condition in which tJd :::: 1~34 q (1 ... Q .. 477qJ 
and. underreLnforced. sections the foJ.lowing .1rlust hold: 
For o1Jerreinf(;1r;::ed ser:tio!;<.s the following is correct ~ 
:rO 81JJTflJlarize the preeeding dlscussion the values of K are tabu-
lated.f'o.:reacho.f the tbree methods dis:cusse~l~ 
Method 
JYIethOd. b;y- PrOfeS!30r 
BU.r e alL of' :Publie q<O·l93~ 
~ 
Roads Criteria q > O.193~ 
~
>Joint . Conrmittee 
Reeomrrlende,tions 
K 
K'::: 1 "" 0 .. 785 q 
(q ::: 0 .. 64) 
K.::= 0.9 
K = 00396/ (il 
lC= (1 ... 0.477qJ (1 ... 0. 572q + 
0.272 -(2) 










K = ~r (1=0.477q) [1-00571 
s 
Asr b ~ b t q (1-0.477q)] +0.892 
s q 
- Y t + A b 
( t;) ) ( ) '-' sr 
·1 = t 1 - 2d' d A 1)! 
S 
q (1 .... 0)+77 q) > 0 0 286 : 
K:= 00262 b
t 0.892 
b + q q 
(1 b i ) (1 t t "" b =,~ ) d 2d 
1 = 
The variation or K ven1rus q is shown graphi,cally i.nFigo 16afor 
the three methods discu~3sedo 'T"hefactor K is taken as ordj,nate and vari,ed 
betWeen 0 0 3 and, 100 wb.ile g_ is taken as abscissa and varied bet'ween zero and 0.60 
To show the variatlon of K versus q in _Professor Siess V Method) Eqo (32) 
in whlch CIb :=: 00425 J has been plotted in Fi,g 0 16ao This line is marked (1) in the 
figure 0 The line marked, (2) corresponds to a 1i,ne withaQb of 003780 
The vari,ati,on of K versusq for the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria is 
presented in the same flgure by :plotting Eqsv (33a) and (33b) D The curve is 
marked (3) in the figure 0 
lTItluationE3 (34a) and. are s:tmjJ.a:rl.y plot,ted in Fig., 16a to 
va;r::i.ation o:f K Vel'SU21 q :for tbeJoint Committee reeo:mmendationQ 
The curve :1,8 marked ( 
To show the acc'Urae;y- o:f. ea.ch method, the resul,tB of 37 beam tests 
are designat::l.ngeach "beam by a :po::Lnto These beams were tested at ·the 
o:f J.1.1inois 'by Do :F 0 B::l.l~et ):; Mo Ao Bozen (8) J and do \'L War..., 
waruk: ( 
~~he c<harac;te:rj.st:~.cs D,f tl1,e 'beams testeo_ and the properties of the 





in ~rahl.e 8 0 
A :1,8 macle in the pointE; p.~lotted. ::l.n:Fig 0 16a according 




~fb,e 'bea:mJ3 wtth f 'betYlreen 1.00 ksi and, 
se 
wh:i..le t:he 'beams wi.Va f 
se 
over 150 ksi 
one :may (';one1':J.d.e that. the t.hree :prae,t::Lcal. methods for 
of' con(~rete bear.rJ.i:l resul:t ina 
are j.E '1 (.".. f' 'h ~ j"b 0 5 o ,.u [! . or ~ ." :;:: '. o. 
Cllrve is :ma.:rked. ( :J.n the :ftg1.1re 0 Since 
that 1.8 J theeondi tion ~1.n '~l7h:i.ch 
af"\ v-Te1.I a:~ rectangul.ar.9 the (,;urve marked 
1.3 
in Fig 0 16a if 
f +/a a-I:: rl _ or U!.t. =: <>.1..1 anU. 
(34d) l· C' . o.:~ snOlA1D. by 
broken lines J since i. t :tla.t3 
=>51= 
unl:i.kel.y for a flanged. section to 'be overre:tnforced .. , even though the <Joint 
COIIIm.:it;tee Recommenclat:i.ons speci.fy E~o (34) 0 
It shoul.d be pointed out that when tid =001 .. 5 
or q=---o <>.125 
and for values of q <0 ,,1.g5 the fbrmul.a for rectangular .sectioIlrs. orEq. C34a) 
should. be UBedo The curve marked. (3) :LnFig o. 16b ap:pears t~o be continuoUt'8 
between €1=O and. q :::;: Ou25) but actual~ly 'between q= 0 and q = 001.2.5;1 E~o (34a) 
appl.ie!S. w:hi1.e betweenq =00.125 andq :::::: 0025 Eqo (34c) i.s valid 0 
In Fig 0 16b the l.ine marked represents 8i.eB13 ~ s e~uation for 
qb :::;: 0 q 425 0 Cl.early there i.8 a .c.lose agreement between the tbree curves of 
Fig" 1.6"b., the e~uations oftheJ'oint Co:rnm1.ttee Recommendations being ,m.ore 
conLservati.veo 
In this study two methods are used in computing the ultimate f'le~m.I"al 
strength of' beams (1) Pro:fessorSiessus Method with q. = 00425 ~nd. (2) the 
Bureau of Public Road.s Criteria 0 
24. lntrod,uction 
C:aAPrER IV 
INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SERVICE LOA~ 
AND ULTlMA.TE DESIGN CRITERIA 
NON - COMPOSITE SECTIONS 
In Chapter II, the interrelationship between the parameters affecting 
the service load design was studied. In additionp criteria were established 
which would result in sect:i.ons with the least area. This chapter deals with the 
correlation of working load. design criteria and the corresponding safety factors 
against u.lti.mate failure. Tlle minimum possible sarety factors, and the condi-
tions under which they would occu.r, are also investigated for a given set of de-
sign specifi.cations. 
This stu.dy is carried. all.t ,for both uncler=reinforced and over-reinforced 
beams 0 However J if the beam is highly over=reinforced the methods used here may 
not apply. Generally J secti.ons llsed: :In non~'composi te construction are I -sections 
or sections with heavy top flanges which are mostly under=reinforced. On the 
other hand,') inverted T=secti.ons and sections with heavy bottom flange are gen-
erally over=reinforced 0 The methoci.s used. here are reasonably accurate for over-
reinforced. beams provided that the percentage of steel is not more than 50 per ... 
cent oyer the balanced percentage. 
25. The Ll ve Load. and Total Lo~_ Safety Factors 
Of the load.s which a -beam is req,uired to support during its service 
life J its own weight and any superiw.posecl dead loacl attached permanently to it 
are known wi -th a fair degree of accuracy,') whi.le there is considerable uncertainty 
abolJl.t the magnitude of the li.ve load. and. impact that may act on the beam e Conse-
q,u.ently., a smaller margin of safety is usu.al1y pe:.r.mitted in cases where the dead 
= 52=' 
load consti tutea most of the load on the 
is :required when the live load is predominant.. To achieve this variable 
two requirements are o:rten stipula:ted in specifications f'or minimtm ac-
ceptable safety factors0 
1 .. Tbe load capacity Should provide a 
of one for the dead 
pactG 
factor 
2 .. ultimate load of the beam should provide a 






Since the ultimate load carrying capacity is based on flexure, the 
can be ~7itten as follows: 
+ 
=: the momeDt due to the of the beam 
:= the moment due to the superimposed dead load 
~ =: the moment due to live load and impact 
=: the liw 10M factor 
In the Bureau of Public Roads Cri teria a minimum value of 3 is 
second can be written in the 
+ + ) 
Boads Criteria a ~ 
rrhe a.bove requIrement for Nt er.sures that an adequate overall margin of 
safet.y is available, even for structures with high dead load to live load ratios .. 
'rhe use of t.he specification for Nl alone in a. structure with no live load would 
give a t,otal load safety factor" of only one J that is J no margin of saf'Ci!t,. at all. .. 
According to the minimum values for the live load and total load safety factors 
specified in the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria, Nl or Nt would govern depending 
')n whether the ratio of live load to dead load is more or less than one .. 
It. ma.y be pointed out here that safety factors given in specifications 
a.re necessarily related to the precedure used for compu.ting the ultimate strength. 
It is very important to reali.ze that safety factors determined according to any 
particular speCification are only a relative measure and by no means absolute 
repre8entations of the a.ctual margin of safety available for a given structure .. 
In order to establish a relationship between Nl and Nt the two expres-
sians for M are equated as follows: 
u 
M :; M + M + Nl xl\ = Nt{Mg + M + ~) u g s s 
and 
M + M + Nl x ~ 
Nt ~ s = M + M +M:L g s 
or 
M + M l\ 
Nt ~ s = Mt + HI M t 
Hence 
~ 
- 1) + 1 Nt = f{N1 
-t 
Introducing 
HI ~ :: 
Mt, 
N ::: t R' (N ·1 - 1) -+ 1 
=5 
Figure 17 shows the plot of the above rela tioD. for va:rious values of R'. 
In this plot is taken as ordinate and Nl as abscissae 
It is therefore sufficient to study the variation of any one of 
factors" For CO:IlV4~n:leILce has been selected for this study. 
that the u1 t1m&te load 
should provide minimum factors for dead and live loads. 
that the ultimate is based on flexure, this requirement ca.n be written 
as follows: 
+ ) + 
in which 
Since it is more convenient to study the variation the total 
+ + 
tvo 
+ ) + 
or 
+ 
"'" B') + R 
to establish its 
+ + 
III .... """~I{,!,.I\,J:I' with lid and 
we mOY 
The above equation has been plotted in Fig. 18, taking HI as ordiDate 
and Nt as abscissa.. In Fig .. 1& Nd is taken as 1.5 while in Fig .. 1& it 111 
as 2~OO. In both figures R' is varied from zero to 1 .. 00. 
The plot of the above equation with Nd = 1 will result in the linea 
in Fig .. 17 .. 
In this case also it is sufficient to study only the variation of 
27" The General Expression for the Total. Load Safety Fe.ctor 
The total load safety factor against ultimate flexural failure ~ 
expJ:"essed in terms of the variables used in service load design@ 
In Chapter III it 'W'aS shown that the ultimate moment capacity ot a pn-
stressed concrete beam may be expressed in the following form: 
= A fm Kd 
S 6 
As pointed out, the factor K depends primarily on the relative ~t 
of reinforcement used 'Which 1Jl&y be estimated from various empirical or semi .... 
relations ® Retaining the factor K as such, the above equation 




All terms in the above expressions have been defined in Chapter II. 




M K ( 2.) ill Af Y h (E + 11+ A) 
u f c u 
s 
and by definition 
yAL2 -8~ (1.+R) 
or 
Mt = 8
1 Ahf U (l+R) 
, w c 
All terms in E~o (36) have also been defined 0 
From E~so (35) and (36) the total load safety factor can be computed 
as follows~ 
fU 
K(2) 8w ( 1 ) f ill 1. +R € + 1 +.6 
s 
From E~so (3a) and (4a) it can be shown that 
(l+R) _ ( 
8 - p 'w + TlmE 
and from E~o (6) 









E + 1+.6. 








E + 1+6 
The above expression is general and may be used for determining the 
total load safety factor corresponding to any given working load design criterion. 
The factor K may be estimated by any of the simplified methods outlined in Chapter 
III. 
28. Determination of Factor K 
In Chapter III it was shown that the most important variable affecting 
the factor K is the relati.ve steel percentage, presented by the parameter 
f 
..EX. Q = P f 0 This parameter may be expressed in terms of ill used in design for 
cu 
service loads as follows~ 
f A f A f f fV A sy s 
..EX. s s ( sy) (_c_) Q p- Af~ f bd f f f bd 
cu cu c s cu 
f fi A TIl sy 0 C ( 39) Q = f f bd 
s cu 
As shown in the preceding chapter, the general expression of K accord= 
ing to Professor Siess' Method is as follows~ 
K (1 = 1:3 ~) Qb 
Substituting the value of Q from EQo (39) in the above eQuation, the 











According to the Bureau of Public Roads criteria for values of Q less 
than 0.193, the factor K is a constant and is eQual to 0.90. For values of Q 
-59-
more than 00193 it was shown in the preceding chapter that the general expression 
for K can be written as follows: 
K 
f 0023 sy 
-q- fI 
s 
Substituting the value of q from Eq. (39) in the above equation the 
following will result: 
K 
f f b-s cu d 
0023 F fV Am 
s c 
It should be emphasized that in this study it is assumed that the 
neutral axis always falls in the flange 0 
( 41) 
All the quantities in Eqso (40) and (41) are known or assumed. The 
quantity A/bd is a shape factor and it can be shown that for rectangular sections 





E + -2 
A 1 
bd 1 
E + '2 
12p - 1 





E + 1+.6 
It should be noted that the left side of Eqo (44) for inverted 
T-sections should be A/bid instead of A/bdo 
( 42) 
( 44) 
From the above discussion it can be concluded that K is a function of 
.6, E, p, and m for given values of ~b' f If and fi/f ,or f /f Y and fi/f . 
s s c cu s s c cu 
A 
values of bd from Eg)'L 4-3) and (44) are tabulated in Tables 9 and 
10. For convenience in 'ra'ble :';"0 instead of c the values of hare listeda The 
c 0 
values of € for various 11 ratlos are listed in Table 5. 
29. Variables Affecting the 'riotal Load Safety Factor 
)? it may be observed that the varia:bles 
which determine the value of Nt can be grouped into two categories. 
lhe shape faetors of the section constitute the variables in the first 
and are represented 'by D.Ji p, and the eccentricity ratio E. The latter 
has been included among the shape factors because it defines the relative loca-
tion of the steel which is part; of the ¥~make=up 11 of the section. 
"1'ne variables i.n the second category are the final stress coefficients 
for concrete and steel under service loads. ~Ihese are represented by f... and ex 
f 
se for the concrete and fI for the prestressing steel. 
s 
The factor K as has been shoWlljl d.epends entirely on the shape factors 
and =coeffici.ents i.ncluded in the above groups. It can be shown that the 
value of ill :i.n the expressions .for K is a funct:ion of D. and the final stress co-
eff:ielents .. 
may thus be stated that for al=- practica.l purposes J the total load 
safety factor depends onlz on the ~ of the section, as defined by the dimen-
si.onless factors p, and E J and the ==== w,?rk~r~ stresses, as def:i.ned by the 
stress-coefficients cx;! and "l~he Iluantitative effects of variation in the 
factors and aIlowable stress coefficients on the safety factor, are dis-
cussed in the subsequent sections 0 
300 ~TIe Cases Investigated in this Study 
By means of Eqs 0 J (40 )! or (41) it is possible to study the varia-
tion of the total load safety factor) for various values of DJ p) E and the 
stress coefficients for allowable stresses at service loads. 
In order to esta'blish a definite relationship between the design cri-
teria at service loads and the -total load safety factor, the variation of the 
total load safety factor for the least weight criteria will be discussed. 
(a) ~he Least Weight Design Cr:tteria 
In Chapter it was established that for given values of D > 6 crY 
fJ, andw;? the following criteria result in the least area of concrete: 
.Q.riterion I)' which requires the exact satisfaction of Requirements (1), 
corresponding to transfer tension, transfer compression J and final 
tension respectivelyo iJne corresponding area of steel is a minimum, while the 
eccentricity is a max imum 0 
Q£iterion 11J which requires the exact satisfaction of Requirements 
corresponding to transfer compression)! final compression) and 
final tension respectively. "I'he corresponding area of steel is a maximum and 
the eccentric a minimum. 
Similarly for given values of 6 < 6 , PJ and w, the following criteria cr 
result in the least area of concrete. 
which requires the exact satisfaction of Requirements 
), and ( corresponding to transfer tension, final compression and final 
tension respectively. The corresponding area of steel is a minimum while the ec-
centricity is a maximum. 
Criterion Tv 9 which requires the exact satisfaction of Requirements (1), 
, and ) corresponding to transfer tension, transfer compression and final 
compression respectivelyo The corresponding area of steel is a m.aximum and the 
eccentricity a minimumo 
In computing the safety factors +:.he following assumptions have been 
made regard,ing the all.owable stresses J average characteristics of the materials, 
and the range of the section propert:tes 0 
Cb) Allowable Stresses ~ 












'f1 f s 
The above specifications are typical and are the same as those used in 
Chapter II in connection with servIce load designo 
(c) Properties of Materials~ 











f 210 kisi 
sy 







3 x 104 kai 
E steel strain corresponding to 
sy 
the stress f 
sy 
Es Younggs modulus of elasticity 
for s.teel 
The above are average values for concrete and steel used in prestressed 
concrete construction. 
(d) Types of Sections Considered~ 
Symmetrical I-Sections, in which due to symmetry, D. = 1." The values of 
p conSidered are 0 .. 0833, 0.09, 0.10., 0.11, 0.12) 0 .. 13, 0.14, and 0.15. The lowest 
value of p := .083}, corresponds to a rectangular section which is a limiting shape 
for the symmetrical Ip..section. 
T-Sections, in which four values for 6., have been used, namely 1.25, 1.50, 
1.75 and 2.00. Values of p considered are 0.08, 0.09} and 0.10. 
Inverted T-Sections J in which A = 0.80" 0.67, 0.57J and 0.50 have been 
used. These are the reciprocals of the A values used in T"'sections. Values of p 
considered are 0008, 0 .. 09, and 0.10" 
The above values of !.i.and p caver the entire range for sections with 
practical proportions. 
The eccentricity ratios E have been so chosen as to give cover ratios 
c 11 equal to zero, 0 .. 10, and 0.20. 
310 Computation of the Total Load Safety Factors for the Least Weight 
Criteria 
The total load safety factors have been computed using the method 
suggested by Professor Siess and the Bureau of Public Roads criteria. 
On the basis of the assumptions made in the preceding section, we have, 
and 
Clb 0.425 
f 210 sy = 0084 f~ 250 -
s 
f f 
s;l sy = 0080 f 0060f' s 
fV 
c 1025 f -
cu 
fV 
s 1067 f 
se 
f f~ 
Cl = ill sy _c_ ~ 




According to Professor Siess u Method, 
and according to the Bureau of Public Road.s criteria, when Cl .;: 0.193, 




o ~ = 0: 
Taklng ill = 11(1+11} and 11 008, EClo (38) for Professor Siess' Method will result 
in the following~ 
1 
E + 1+6 
p(1+6) :A.+a + E !SA-a 
and for the Bureau of PUblic Roads criter:ta, 
N t 
1. /ii0i E +-= 00498 1+6 bd 1+6 !:sA ~a A ) :A. +a p(1+6, A\~a + E 
( 45) 
( 46) 
Values of m, :A. y and a corresponding to the least weight design criteria 
are shown in Tables 3 and 40 The values of A/bd. are listed for rectangular and 
I~sections in Table 9 and those for T= and inverted T=sections in Table 10. 
The value of q can be computed for each criterion once ill and A/bd 
are determined 0 The values of K and Nt.? the total load safety factor can be 
computed for each method discussed. above 0 
Tables 11 and 12 show the values of q, K, and Nt for rectangular and 
I-sections corresponding to Criteria I and 110 To make a distinction between 
the two methods) the K and Nt values obtained according to the Bureau of Public 
Roads criteria are shown in parentheseso 
Tables 13 and 14 contain the values of q, K) and Nt for T=sections 
corresponding to Criteria I and II respectivelyo Tables 15 and 16 give the 
same values for inverted. T=sections for C:citeria III and IV 0 In Table 16 the 
values o:f K and Nt corresponding to q ~ qb are not recorded because the methods 
used in this study cIa not apply to highly over=reinforced sections 0 
From Tables 11 through 16 it may be observed that for given values of 
6, p, and E (or c/h) the use of Criteria II and III results in total load safety 
factors which are always smaller than those given by Criteria I and IV. In fact) 
in a subsequent section it will be shown that the safety factors obtained by 
Criteria II and III are the smallest possi"ble values obtainable for a given set 
of all.owabl.e stress coefficients at service loads 0 The discrepancy in the case 
of ~. = 005 is due to the fact that the section is over~reinforced to such an· 
extent that the relations used for estimating K no longer apply. 
It is also of interest to note that the total load safety factors, cor ... 
responding to the least~weight design criteria, lie in a relatively narrow range 
(about 1.;8 to 202 for the specifications used) in spite of considerable variation 
in the shape of the section 0 This relative insensitivity arises from the fact 
that any increase in !::::. and P; or decrease in clh, tends to increase the factor K 
in E~o (38), but has an opposite effect on the rest of the expression. The ex-
tent of this compensation would. depend on the values of the shape factors them-
selves, the correspond.ing stress coefficients J and to some extent, on the assumed 
relation between q and Ko For the range of variables considered; the effect of 
variation of p and. ~ on Nt is not appreciable 0 However, any increase in the 
cover ratio results in a consistent increase in Nt" 
32. Criteria Resulting in the.Minimum Safety Factor 
It was shown in Section 30 that for given values of the shape factors 
6., p, and E, the total load safety factor Nt depends only on the final stress 
coefficients A, a and f If v 0 The relation given by E~o (38) is as follows: 
" se s 
[
fV 
K fS 0 
se 
1 
E + 1+.6 
p ( 1 +6.) ~.;a ... 
4\,=a 
For values of a not more than zero , it may be shown that the term A, +exl ~-a 
increases with an increase in A or a. Thus, the part of the expression for Nt 
within the brackets is a minim.um. when A, a, and f If' are maximumc 
se s 
Moreover, the factor K is a function of the parameter ~, which in turn 
depends on ill and f as well as the shape of the section and the characteristics 
s 
of the materials 0 The relation between ~and m is given by E~. (33) and may be 
written in the following form~ 
or 




-El c A 
o ~ • f 0 ~ • bd 
fV 
~-ex s 












From E~o (47) it may be seen that any increase in ~ results in an increase in q, 
while any increase in ex or f If rr tends to decrease the <1 value. Since the factor 
se s 
K decreases with <1) it can be conclud.ed that K d.ecreases with ~ .and incre,ases with 
ex or f If v 0 
se s 
follows ~ 
The overall effects of variations in ~, ex, and f If' on Nt are as 
se s 
(a) Any increase in A, always causes a decrease in Nt" 
(b) Any increase in ex causes an increase in K and a reduction in the 
rest of the expression for Nto For the range of the variables considered and the 
method.s used. for estimating K, the increase in K is considerably less than the 
decrease of the rest of the expression for Nt. This is subject, however, to the 
restriction that the beams are not over-reinforced to a degree greater than that 
corresponding to Cl = about 105 Clb 0 For higher values of Cl, the simplified methods 
used result in considerable underestim.ation of K, which may entirely reverse the 
trend ind.icated above. 
(c) Increasing f 1ft causes a similar compensatory variation but the 
se s 
overall effect is generally a decrease in the safety factor. 
Within the above limitations ,9 therefore J it may be stated that for a 
given set of shape factors (including E) and allowable stress-coefficients, the 
lowest total load safety factor would be obtained when Re~uirement (3), for final 
compression, and Re~uirement (4) for final tension, are satisfied exactly, and the 
maXDnum permissible prestress is used. It may again be emphasized that this state-
ment is true only when a i is not much more than zero or when no appreciable per-
manent tension is allowed in the concrete. For large positive values of ex, the 
safety factor obtained. from E~o (38) could fall below unity) if a sufficiently 
small value of 'I\, is usedo This apparent fallacy arises from the inconsistency 
o:f taking account of tension in concrete at service loads and neglecting it at 
ultimate. 
For given values of b. and p the least weight Criteria II and 111--
wherein ReCluirements (2), (3) J ( and ( ,(3)y (4), respectively are satis~ 
fied.==wou,ld. thus result in tb,e lowest possible values of Nt. 
From Tables 11 through 16 it may be seen that for practical sections 
and. for allowable stresses comrconly used the minimum value of the total load 
safety factor lies 'between 108 and 2010 
330 A Graphical Study of Variation of the Total Load Safety Factor 
The conclusions drawn on the basis of the preceding cliscussion can 
also he shown graphically simila:c to the stud.y made for service loacl design. 
Substituting EClo ( 
the following will result~ 





~' ) IJl 1 ex+ +-~+-p ( t ' At' 8w m 1 + L ( 48) 





f: + -~ . 2 
for a symmetrical I=section 
1 = 
A 12p 
'bd ~ (at 
1. 
12p = I 
= (1 = 2 tLh)2 
+ A ) t 1J 1 1 + - +-8W "ill 2 
for a T=section and inverted T=section 
A 
bd - ~( I +1+.6. 
A stud,y of EClo (48) and the expressions for A/bd indicates that for 
a given least weight cri ter~.on and. values of ;6. and p, Nt can be presented as a 
function of w in the 
w + u N = t vw + W 
in which u, v, and ware numbers which can be computed, for given value s of.6., p 
and a least weight design criterion 0 
Table shows the vaIues of u~ v., and w for Criteria I and II corres-
pond.:Lng to rectangular sections, I=sections and T=sectionso Table 
18 similarly shows the values of u, v, ancl w for Criteria III and IV corres-
ponding to inverted. T=sectionso 
Figures 19 through 29b show the variation of Nt versus w for various 
values of p and.6.o In every case w is taken as abscissa and Nt as ordinate. 
For rectangular sect:l'oYl.s p has a constant value and~ is eClual to 000833 and .6. = 1 . 
Fiigures 20a and 20b show th.e va~ciation of Nt with w for rectangular sections 
to Criteria I and II respectively. The various values of € are shown 
on each curve to specify thepractical range. The point shown with a solid circle 
corresponds to c 0.5 or the hy-pothetical condition at which the center of gravity 
of steel is at the extreme. bottom fiber. tlhe hollow circles correspond to E = 0.4 
The relationship between Nt and w for symmetrical I-sections is shown in 
Figs 0 21a and 21b for Criteria I and I17 respectively. In each case the curves 
are drawn for two values of p, namely" 0.09 and 0.15. The points corresponding to 
E ::::: 0.5" 0.4 and 0.3 are shown on each curve. 
Figures 22a through 25b show similar relationships between Nt and w for 
'T=sections. The curves are plotted for /::,.::::: 1025 7 1.5) 1.75, and 2.0. In each 
case p is taken as 0.08 and 0.10. 
Figures 26a through 29b show the variation of Nt with w for inverted T-
sections. Four values of /::,. are considered) namely 0.80" 0.67, 0.57, and 0.5. and 
curves are plotted for p :::: 0.08 and 0.10. Figure 19 also corresponds to inverted 
Ti=secti.ons in which /::,. = 0.89 and all requirements are satisfied exactly. 
A study of Eq. (49) and Figs. 19 through 29 indicates that the 
fl 
minimum safety factor possible is always greater than I := 1.67. The curve for 
-se 
p 0.08 in Fig. 29b is the only exception to this rule. In this case) however, 
s1.nce A ~-::; 0.5, the beam :i.s hi~l-:J.ly over=reinforced and the methods used in this 
st.;udy greatly underestimate the value of Ie 
From Eg. ( ) or Figs. 19 through 29 the total load safety factor of 
a beam may ·be check.ed conveniently. !J:hus a sixth section might be added to the 
design procedure given in Section 21, to the effect that the total load safety 
factor should 'be checked. If the total load safety factor is less than the 
specified amount) the design should be modified. 
340 Effect of Varying the Stress=Coef.ficients on the Total Load Safety Factor 
In Section 33 it was generally stated that in the case of under-rein-
forced or moderately QveT'=reinforced beams, any increase in the final stress co ... 
f 
efficient,s cx)' and. r~e , tends to increase the total load safety factor« A quan-
s 
titative study of this variation is presented here for the following typical sec .... 
tions ~ 





( 2) Symmetrical I =Section ~ ~ :::~ 
d t CO"O respon so h o,J.., 
p 0.0833 and E 0.40) corresponding 
p = 0;;12 and E 0.40, which cor-
(3) ~r~Section~ ~:=: 1050 , p 0,,09 and E c 0.50, corresponding to h -
0.10 
Inverted T=Section~ ~:= a.80, p 0.09 and E 0.344 corresponding 
~lne final stress coeffi,cients have been varied through a wide range, as 
shown 'below.~ 
,f.,. 0.30 and 0.20 
CX 0,,50} 0, =0.05 and =0010 
f 
se 6 ru- = o. 0, 0.50 and O. 
s 
Other assumptions regard.ing the characteristics of prestressing steel 
and concrete are the same as those used i,n 31" 
The corresponding values of the total load safety factor Nt are shown in 
Table 190 The values of Kused are based on Professor Siess l Method for computing 
the ult:imate momenta 
may <be considered in either of the following ways: 
a As the factors to any general service 
:tn wh:ich a and are the final stress coefficients without ref-
erence any for maximum allowable stresses. 
As the lowest limi of the safety factors that may result if the 
stress coefficients are considered as the maximum allowable values. 
may also be o<bserved that for a given type of section there is a con-
sistent increase in the total load factor when either of the stress co-
efficients a and ts reduced. Ihis trend is not as much pronounced for 
pos va<lues with lower values of AJ and for over-reinforced 
sections. 'This su~bstanti.a.tes the necess of p1aeing certain limitations on the 
9" values of a and. when a statement is made" The actual limits would 
method used the ult:imate moment and also to a minor 
on range factors considered. 
factors shown are conservative and 
:lnc;reases as the section becomes more and more 
5l :i.n the of a<bout 1·5 J 1.8 under-
estimated fo:r values no reliable conclusion can 
the values of corresponding to 
no values are recorded. 
CHAPrER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
NON ~ COMPOSITE SECTIONS 
A summary of the conclusions d,rawn in Chapters II through IV is pre-
sented hereo To save spaqe, letter symbols and other notations which have been 
defined previously are used wi.thout further e:x:p.lanation 0 
350 Service Load Design Criteria for Least Wei.ght 
(1) For gi.ven values of the depth factor w and efficiency Pp a section 
wi th the least area of concrete wou.ld result.~ Lf all four re~uirements were satis-
fied exactly 0 This, however J is possible only for a speclfic value of 6 = 6 , cr 
and hence cannot always be d.oneo 
(2) For values of 6 other than 6
cr
' the least area of concrete is ob-
tained under the following conditions 6 
For f:::. > f:::. l) when Req:uirements (2) and (4) corresponding to the trans-
cr 
fer compression and final tension respectively are satisfied exactly. 
For 6 < f:::. p when Requirements ( 
cr 
and (3) corresponding to the trans-
fer tension and final compression respectively are satisfied exactly. 
(3) The prestressing force (or area of steel) corresponding to the 
least area of concrete is a minimum or a maximum depending on whether the remain-
ing tension or compr~ss:i.on requirement respectively is satisfied exactly. 
(4) For given values of wand p:; the four criteria discussed above re-
suIt in the least area of concrete and also give the upper and lower limits of 
the corresponcling prestressing force and, the eccentrici tyo 
(5) For a given wand 6 the area of the section decreases with an in-
crease in Pl) while for given w and p it increases with an increase in /:).0 The 
=73'"' 
minimwn eover requirement generally imposes a limitation on p, that is, the 
higher p "becomes the greater is the corres~onding value of E. 
36. Simplified Expressions for Ultimate Moment 
The ultimate flexural capacity of a section may be expressed in the 
general form. Mu :-: Asf~Kd.9 where Kd may 'be thought of as an II equivalent " internal 
moment arm. at failure. Several approxlmate methods are available for estimating 
the factor K. For most practical cases K varies between 0.6 and 0.9. 
{ :For the practical range of variables involved, the empirical ex-
pression K.~ (1 - ~ ~b)' suggested by Professor Si.ess, gives results that check 
closely with experimental results. It may be used for moderately over-reinforced 
beams (q > 1.5 <lb) with an error on the safe side not exceeding about 15%. The 
expression for K according to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria when the beam 
i.s over=reinforced, also results in a conservative estimate of ultimate moment. 
37 " The !:rot~al Load Safe:ty Factor and lts Relationshl£, wi t.h the Stress Coefficients 
and Section Properti.~ 
(1) It:ls sufficlent to study only the variation of the total load 
safety factor wlth the stress coefficients and seetion properties. The live load 
safety factor can be obtained from the total load safety factor for a given 
value of the li.ve load to total load moment ratio. 
(2) 'The total load safety factor can be expressed in terms of the 
f 
final stress coeffi,cients Ac and a for concrete and f~E! for the prestressing 
s 
steel in addition to the 
) F'or under=rei.nforced and moderately over=reinforced beams, where 
no appreciahle permanent, tension il3 allowed in the concrete., the total load 
safety factor decreases with any increase in the fi.nal concrete and steel 
stresses amI vice versa. 
=75'" 
For a given set of allowable stresses, Nt is a minimum when Require ... 
ments (3) and (4) are satisfied exactly.. Thus Criteria II and III result not only 
in the least weight but also the lowest safety factor. 
(5) The effect of variation in the section properties on Nt is not very 
appreciable .. 
(6) Any increase in the eccentricity ratio € causes an increase in Nt. 
38" Typ:ical Values of Nt for Sections Designed on the Bases Least Weight Criteria 
(1) Values of the total load safety factor corresponding to the four 
least-weight design criteria", based on commonly used allowable stresses in concrete 
and steel" lie in the relatively narrow range of about 1.8 to 2.2. Safety factors 
corresponding to Criteria II and III, which are in the range 1.8 to 2.0" are a189 
the lowest that can result for the allowable stresses used" 
(2) Sections designed on the basis of Criteria II and TV have higher 
values of' q and hence are more liable to be over-reinforced than those based on 
Criteria I and III. 
(3 )' \ For the allowable stresses used" symmetrical I-sections and T-
"sections with 6. > 1 are in general under-reinforced or in some cases only slightly 
over-reinforced", On the other hand almost all sections with ~< 1 are over-rein-
forced" Sections with low values of p have a greater tendency to be over ... reinforced. 
f 
(4) Any increase in A.. and decrease in a and f~e cause an increase in q 
s 
and reduce the ductility of the beam at ultimate load. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR COMPOSITE PRESTRESSED 
.COl\lGRETE BEAMS FOR S:ERVICJ!!LOADS 
The d=Lscussion in till.s chapter is l.imi ted to the designcri teria for 
serviee loads 0 As i.n non-composite sections:J the variables involved are pre-
sented. as dimertsionless quantiti.es and the :lnterrelationships among them are 
stud.ied." The concept of least weight design i.s similar to that in non-composite 
sections., however it is somewhat modified to fit the conditions of eomposite 
designo All the assumptions made i.n Section (5 are val.id in this chapter 0 In 
addi tion, however , it wil.1 be assumed that the effective slab width for com-
posi te acti.on i.s equal to the center to center distance between the beams 0 This 
assumption is reasonable for most structureso 
390 Loading .Cond.i.tion and Allowable Stresses 
.As in non~co:m;posite beams J from the time it is made, through its' ser-
vi.ce life a composite prestressed concrete beam is subjected to infinite condi-
tions of l.oading 0 However, there are only a few l.:i.mi.ting .condi.tions which interest 
a designer and should be i.nvesti.gated.o If only the loads assumed in this study 
















iE· p:::: prestressing force.; 









Concrete Strength Effective 
in Beam Section 
Minimum Beam Bec tion 
Mi.nimum Beam.Section 
.Minimum. Composite Secti.on 
Maximum Beam Section 
Max:i.mum Beam.Section 
Maximum Composite Section 
weight o:f the 'beam;S = superimposed. load, 
=77'= 
t!olld:Ltions I) II and, III are temporary and correspond to transfer. 
At this stage the prestressing force is the highest, 'because no losses have 
begun to tak.e place" The concrete strength., on the other hand) is the lowest 
and is somewhat below f~ or the 28.mday strength" 
c 
Cond.:Ltions IV, V and VI are the final loading conditions i.n which the 
prestresBing force has reached the mi.ni.mum and effective value. In these con .... 
d.l. tiona l.t is assumed that al.l the losses have taken place) and the concrete 
strength i.s the highest and lS equal to f U 0 
C 
It can be shown that Conditions I and VI are the most important condi-
tiona of l.oading 0 Condi.tion I generally governs the first three conditions, while 
Condition VI always governs the second three conditions 0 :For the limitations 
made) therefore) there are only two loadi.ng conditions which should be inves ... 
tigatedo 
400 The Four Basic Requi.re:ments 
In each cond.i:ti.onof loadi.ng) the top and bottom fiber streases in 
the beam proper must be l~ess than t~he correspondi.ng allowable stress in con-
crete 0 Evidently) since on the basis of the a'bove diBCu8si.on) there are two 
governing loading cond,i ti.ons., there wi.lI be four requlrements to be met 0 
These requirements are as foI.lows d 
(1.) In Load.ing ,Condition Iy 'the ·tensionat the top fiber (atf~) must 
be less than or equal to the al10'tATahl.e tension at transfer (atf~' 0 
(2) In Loadlng Gondi:tlonI) the com,pression at the 'bottom fiber 
must be .less than or equal to the all 0 'Wabl e compression at tran.sfer (A,tf~). 
(3) In Loading ,Cond.i tion the compression at the top fiber (i\,ff) 
c 
must be leBs than or equal to the allo11.]-a~ble fi.nal co:rn;pressi.ve stress (/I" t f~J 0 
(4) In L01ading :e.Qnd:1:t:lon VI,~ the tensi.on at the bottom fiber (af ~ ) 
c 
must be .less than or equal to the all.owahle final tensile stress (arf~) 0 
the nota:tions in the I:3receding c~ha:pter} the above requirements 












y = the d1stance between the top f:1:ber of the beam and the 
tc 




the d5.stance 'bet1~reen the bottom fiber of the beam and the 
neutral axis of the co:m;po3ite section 
,- the moment of inert:i.aof 'com;posi te section 
2 
Mg - the moment due to the weigbt o:f the beam} taken as. ¥-
where ?! is D.rl:i:t~ '~reight o:t"concrete andL is the length of 
:=:: the moment due to 'weight of'the beam and the slab} 




'where A is the area .of 'the composite 
c 
M - the moment due to I.ive load,and, ~pact and all other loads 
a 
that :maycom~ on the beam after the slab is set~ 
Figure 3J shows the section properties both for the beam 
sect~:i.on and com;posi te sectl.ono Evidently Eqs 0 and (2) are identical 
with Eq.so and (2) presen.ted inCl1apter II in cormection with non=composi te 
sectiOD.J3 0 
=79= 
The last two requirements are designated as (3c) and (4c) in 
order to make a d.iBti.ru;t:i.onbetween com.r;.losi te and. non=composi te designs 0 
410 Int.rodllction ():f Dlmensioriless Variahles 
, , 
I~a:tl'odueing has the overall depth o:f the beam; M = ArL 2/ 8 a.nd g 
























The :fol.1ow:lng .d::~men3ioriti~"!8S qu.an:tities are l,ntroduced.~ 
P //1iC) IT 2 "'_ ... :01 
-
UI t, c 
e/h E 11 /A a 
C'" 
.-. ~ l::. 
e 
2 2 P '-lh~ _. :r i ,,.1 ~, 
.Pc 
Ma/Ma R = C c 
Substituting the above quantities i.n the modified form of Eqs. (1) 
through (4c) and rearranging) the four basic requirements can be -written as 
follows~ 
E 
= 1 1 ill (1 +~) =8wp (l + li) = at p (la) 
Eli 
+ 1 ~ A, m 
p (1 + i}.) 8 (uP (1 + i}.) t 
(2a) 
E 
- 1 a C 
-11m + + A, (3ca) 
P (1 + li) 8 wp (1 + 6) 8w (1 + l1 ) 
c 
lia li C c 
"''I1m 
r;:~ 
+1 + + """""""----- ::: a (4ca) 
, ' (1 + li) 8 wp (1 + li) aw (1 + li ) p 
e 
If the values of at' A,t' A, a and 11 areknoVIl or assumed, there 
will. be eight unkn01·msin the a'bove four equations, namely, P; Ey ll; (1]) ill) C, 
6 , and ao 
c 
420 The Unknowns and Their Ranges of Variation 
Evidently there are eight dimensionless unknowns in the above four 
e qua tiona Q Five 0 f the unknowns, namely i}.) m, E J p, and ware the same as the 
ones used in nOll-'CompoBite sections.? and since their range of variation is the 
same aspret31ented in ,Section 10 J they will not be discussed further here. Row-
ever, in order to understand the physical. significance of the other thre~ un.-
knoWns C J a and ~c} they wi,ll be discussed briefly in the i'ollowi,ngparagraphs 0 
The lat·ter three unknowns are inherent to thecomposit.e s.ecti.ons. 
The practical range of the three composite flection variables has 
been estab1i.shed by investigating seventeen prestressed concrete bridges 
i,nWisconsin ,Expressway J andStandardSectioU$ recormnended by the American ABa>< 
sociation of 'State Highway Off':1.cials and the Bureau of Public Roads 0 Table 20 
shows the general properties of' 'the stringers used in the bridges of the Wisconsin 
ExpresswaY.r and Table 2l shows the section properties of the AASHOandB)?R 
sectlon$. Tables 22 and 23 show the values 01' p , 6. ) and a for the sections 
c' c -
of the WiscoIlSinExpressway and the Standard Sections respectivelyo In ad-
di.ti.on, in Table 22 the value of A/sd for each stringer is listed for use in 
cOJ1IP.uting the saf'ety factor "The values of AI sd for the ,Standard AASliO and Bl?R 
Sections are not shown in Tabla: 23, because the value ofd is not known for 
each section. 
(a) The Ratio C. = R Ip 
, " c lf C 
The quantity R is the ratio of the moment caused by the applied,loads 
c 
to the moment due to the weight of the co:rrrposite section.. Since the applied 
loads and the span are known for any given structure) the only unknown in the 
expression for He is the area. .ofthe co:rrrposite section .. 
Theoretically, R can vary between zero and infinity) howeveJ:l' the 
c 
practi.cal. range of variation is from ze:ro to about 50 The quantity P is the 
c 
efficiency of' the composite section) and its theoretiC'al range is the same as P. 
In Tables 22 and 23 Pc is f01illd to vary between 0 .l~ and 0 .16 . ,Consequently, 
the ,practicaJ. range of variationof'C ;:;: Rc/Pc is framO to about 500 
(b) The Shape Factor fpr the ,ConIpoSiteSection) 
The quantity li, has the same theoretical range as li. However, its 
c 
practical range as shown in1'ables2"2 and 23 is approximately from2to 7. 
(c) The Area Ratio, a 
The quantity ~ is the ratio of'the area oftheco:rrrposite section to 
that of the beam. section. Theoretically), it varies between 1illityand infinity~ 
Its practical range) however), as ShOlfffi in Tables 22 and 23 is between about 
The Relationship Among the Yariables 
~, - 1 
AB shown i.n the preceding section) for given stress coefficients and 
effectiveness) there are eight variables in design. of 'prestressed concrete 
co:nw.o~:i.te sections 0 On the other hand there are only :fou,requations ) namely, 
Eqs, (la) through (4c.a) relati.ng these unkno"WI1S 0 It becomes necessary to as-
snxme tha-t :f'our of these qu.anti ti.es are independent variables 0 Since 1::::., I::::. and 
- ~c 
!! vary i.n a co~aratively narrow range they may be given constant values covering 
their complete practical rangeo Further.m.ore:r for a given structure, w is either 
g:ivenor a reasonabl.e value for it~ is established by practicalc.onsi.derations 0 
On thilBl basiB.~ a si.mul:taneoUo."3 solution of' Eq80 (la) through (4ca) will yield 
the followl.ng .e.x;pressiofiS for the remaining fourquanti.ties. 
c = 8w (1 + h:;) 
I::::. "" I::::. 
m= 
c 
At := rot 
(1 +1::::.) (6) 
(8e) 
Eliminating ,~c J ('IlAt + a) and (I\, + 11 at) between .Eqs 0 (59 ) and (8c) 
the following three equation,Si wIll result respecti.vely 
C = 8w QTjUt + (Tj"'t + u) ] 
a = 11 (50) + P 
C =l+6. [8w( 11 at + 1-0) a, ~ ~ 6) j (51) c P(l 
C 1+1:1 ~W(TjAt + u) b.( a ~ Tj) ] (52) c = P(l + /:1) b 
c 
440 l'heLeast Weight Design Criteriao 
InEqo (5c )}J sinee L\'c is al'ways greater than 11.7 in order to have a 
positive value for C the following inequality must be correct ~ 
or 
Tl;\+ + a 
~ < ~~v_~ 
'l1a t + A 
in Eqo ) si.nce.6. is always greater than 6 and. a i.s 
,. c 
greater thaIl 11 in ord.er to have a posit;j.ve value for P the folJ.ow1ng must be 
true 0 
or 
"fIAt + a 
b. > c Tlo.+. 
v 
+ 
can 'be (~oncluded,.? there:fore 
l::.< ---- < .11 c 
1'hi~3 :i.nequal:l.ty indicates that If tb.e :four requIrements are to be satisfied 
e.xactly.~ ~ must alwa;ys be less than (T}:~t + aU) / ('flat + :1\, l') whl.ch is between 009 
and. 1. 00 In. :most [-lpeci.fl.cati,ons 0 ]?urthermore 9 l::. abnul.d. be chosen so that for 
, .C 
reasonab],e value elf E.,.,the value of W l.L:j wi.thtn l.ts prae.tic.al range 0 
On the other :hand.J from the de,fini'Lions of Rand C the :following e 




The aboV'e Ind.:lcates that an Increase ln C re8ult.;s :in a d,ecrea:se :'Ln A" the 
arei;1of secti,on p:tco:pe:r 0 
:WromEqo ( :l can rllrther beconc1.uded that in order to have a 
l.arge of ,9 a and. must "be as h1gb. as possj,hle.1I while A, and at must be 
small." :Hence.i.t may 'be eoneTu,ded. that for least weight cLes},gn, Requirements 
and (4) IDl18t 'be f3at;.i.8f'1.erlex.ac.tl.y whiJ.e Jtequj.rements and (3) e.i.theror 
both mUf2i,t 'be sa't1.2ifi,ed. bY' a :margi,n.~ the vaJ:ue of thi.s margin depending ,on the 
value of the other varla'bl.eB 0 
]?romEqo i.t :may be o'b8e:rved, that for a g.i.ven value of 6, m de= 
creases -w:l th an increase :1.n. at arLO. (i,ecrease :i.n Since ill i,s a measure of the 
:percentage ofg,tee.l.1 the higher at becomes, the less :i.s the percentage of steel 
required.0 Evidently the :most desirable condi t.ionwouldcQrrespond. to at = at 0 
The f'ollowingcri ter.ia would. thus gi.ve the min.:imumcpncrete area ~ 
Cr:Lterion I ~ This erite:rion .corresponds to a des:tgnwhich produc,es 
the minimumareaoi' 'concrete and, the lowest corresponding steel, aread Evidently 
in this case it is necessary to sat:i.s:fy Requ1.rementg (1), (2) and (4) exactly 
and (3) by a :margin" 
Criterion IIg This cri ter:i.oncorresPQnds to a design which produces 
the m:inimumareaof 'concrete and highest corresponding steel percentage.. In 
this .case it is necessary to sat::Lsf'y RequIrements (2) J (3) and (4}exactlya..nd 
(1) bya margin", 
450 ~Studyof ]lelationsliip A:r.uong the Unknowns .. 
It has been shown that at service loads for known or assumed values 
oi'stresscoeff'icient$ a:rul '1}. there are eight unknowns that enter the analYSis 
of 'composi.te prestrelE?lsedconcreteb,eams" The relattom3hipS among t~ei.ght 
unknOlNIl8 are defined by Eqs" (5c) J (6) J (7) and. (8e) 0 
The.se equatioIlB are u,~ed to B.tud.y the relatiOnBhipS among the 
unkn01Ar'rl$p .~.before varlo:uaranges of Acorrespond:lng to I.east -weight deSign 
have been inves.tiga,ted;on the bas,is of the follQw.ingspecificati. OIW ~ 
a: = 0004· 
t 
ba.s:::ts .of' 'a .1eaiBt .-weight criterio.n.~ 'Would gtve three out of four st:qess cQ.efficients 
and thefou:rth E::tref3!3 coeffieient can be obtained. once a value for b,. is assumed. 
sections tb.ere 1s no such uni.que equation that rel.ates 
6 with the stress coeffic.ientz 0 Couei equen'tly d.esign .on the basi.s of a least 
weight crJ.:Le:r:i.on~lOul.d, gi.ve only three of the 8tresEs eoeff'i.cients.J :many val.ues 
for the :fouT'L!:1 f::;tress coeff.i.c.i.ent :may 'be assumed. ::provi.ded. Ine~uality (53) is 
sat:i.s fied . ., 
US:ing the above stress eoeff:i.cderrts} Inequality (53) for Criterion I 
can be wri.t;ten aE'l 
and. for II as 
b <°0 384 
00032 + :'A., 
Ev:i.dently fbra given va1JJ.e of l1y the stress coef:f:i.ci.ent :A-, inCr:tterion I 
and 0;, :l.n Cri.ter:i.on II E~1\'Ol1.1d. 'be so eb08en as to satIsfy the above :i.nequali tyo In 
·t· 





and. a t 
0028 
to 1 an.d. II respecti:ve.ly ~ 
II C:rlteri,on I· Crlter1.on II 
".. ex 
~, 001.1 
the (".ond.i.tion :Ln ·wW.eh the :four requ:i.rements 
The .. i-:,abu.l,a;ttoIL ind,~.cateL'3 that:f.or each crJ.terion and b. value two 
values have 'been c.ll.osen .for and. O';i whi.c.h are consistent 'wi tb. ID.eq:u.a.l.i ty (53). 
The values G:f best si.m.ulat~e t.he practical. conditions 0 
'flA,t + ex 
T~b.e values o:f I\, and at for a giver. resu:lt in the ~anLe ratio -" This 
'flat +>\: tl 
was used :for convenience" 
As mentioned -be:fore Eqs Q and (Be) describe the re,lation-
&'3hip among the e:ight unknow-.o.s" Ar::~ in non~.,composite sections) Eqso (5c) and (Be) 
de8cribe dimeruBi.ortS of the beam as far as concrete is concerned.., whil.e Eqs 0 (6) and 
deseribes the amount and :pO-f):i.tion o:f stee.l) Since Eg.o (50) is a parametric 
rela t:i.on hetweenC and LV"~ sj.m:i.lar )., it 'Wi.1 .. 1 be used. instead of Eqo (Be} 
,,(5C;) and. (50) for t;he .Criteria, stress For convenlent tabul.ation of 
eoefficients and. L values} they are reli17r:Ltten in the fol .. 1owi.ngfor.ms.o 
(5c) 
( c + ~ ) ! = B ['11 p tV + 
The :t-:j.rst equation is a rearrangement of Eqo (5e) and the second one 
is that of Eq 0 ;' )W&3 the val.ues of the r:i.ght sicie of the a·bove 
equations for values of 6. and the stress coeffi.cientso 
between C 
to ( 
) as tabulated. in 1:a·bl.e 24 i.8 gtiJ .. l a parametric relation 
this case t:'1e paramet~e:r. is L 0 Equatlon (50) ls si.ntilar 
c 
that there are tw parameters a amI p 0 
A study of 1!ahles 22 and. :ind:i.c;ates t.hat the actua:l range of variat.ion 
o:fa is from 1 0 49 to 30070 In however J the 1.:Lmi.tlng val.nes 0 f a 
are taken af~ 1050 and .. 3000 p :Fron ."'.u.'u .... ,.'-u 22 and 23 one can alBo conclude that 
the greater a becomes the 
can be shown that 
i.n whlch iT is the slab thicJmess 0 
Figure 
:ts b:. 0 
.C 
is the :fol~.oidng .rel.atlon between a and.~ 9 
c· 
.1 + ~ ~,: ) + 2 h 
1. + ~ ~r: ) + r"I 11 c. 
among the variables 0 A brief'deri vat:i.on.o:f Eq~ (.55) is ShOWIl in the same 
T 
:figureo A tabu~Lation of' l::,. values for variou!.S TJalues of~) a and h is shown 
c 
:i.n. Tahte 2.5" AB before ~ ~3 taken as o. 50:1 r'O 9 7 j:r and 1.00 J while a is taken 
T 
as ].050 and 3000" '~Wo Li.:miting values o:f 0.13 and 0.1 are taken for h. This 
seems to be a somewhat bigger range thanenccn.:m:tered in practice., but it is 
chosen to show its ef':fec:t upon A 0 
c 
The following valu.ers are chosen. for ~ 
c 
Range of l::,. 
c 
2,,00 ~ 3000 
3 000 = 7 000 
From Table 25 one can conel:ad.e that thf..1) above range is r 'efBonably 
T.7-'\' +h Eq r( 51:))", W:.,..L, U_.L -s 0 \ ./ 0 
It13hould be poi.nted out tr..at the variat;ion o:fp is the same as i.n 
non=coIDposi.te sections 0 ::r.ihe praetical range ofP :18 between 009 and abcmt eLl.lo 
In this study two li.:m.iti.ng vables of' '0008 and Ool2: have been tak.en into con ... 
s iderati on 0 
46, The Graphical Repreaentatiqn~ati.ons ~:r~g theUnknoWIls. 
In ord.er to study the vari.ationo:fC with w EquatioD.&- (5c) ang. (50) 
have been plotted takingC as the ordj.nate and (.0 as the abscissao This 
plot is similar to the ones correspondi.ng to non~com;:posite sections!) except 
that C has a somewhat d.ifferent vaJ.ue thanRo 
~88-
Figure 32a shows the plots of Equations (5c) and (50) for Criterion I 
taking A; 0040; tha.t is, all Requirements are satisfied exact1y~ The value of 
~ is taken as 005 and a as 1.5, and the resulting v~lue of m from Eq~ (6) is 
ECluation (5c) is plotted by solid lines for two values of.6 , namely) 
. c 
2&0 and 2~5, while Eq. (50) is plotted by broken lines for two values of p, 
0.08 and 0.12. On .each of the lines representin~ Eq. (5c) the limiting value 
of € is marked in order to show the practical range of these lines~ That par ... 
tion of the line to the left of the points has no practical meaning. In this 
figure since l::. :;::: 0,,5, the eccentricity corresponding to € :;::: 0.333 will be equal 
to Yb • This means that for € ; 0 I> 333 the center of gravity of steel is at the 
bottom fiber. 
It should be emphasized that P, the effici~ncy of the section proper 
is not likely to be greater than 0 .. 12 or smaller tha.n 0.08.. Consequently, only 
that part of solid lines between the broken lines which are located to the right, 
of € = 0,,333 has a practical significance" It is clear that for the stress 
coefficients l::. and a assumed in F1.g" 32a there is no pra.ctical value of w that 
can be used.. Figure 32b is exactly the same except that a :: 3.0 and Eq~ (5c) 
has been plotted for two values of l::. , namely 3 .. 0 and 5,0" A study of this figure 
c 
indicates that unlike Fig., 32a there is a wide range of w between about ,.5 and 
6 .. 5 in which acceptable solutions are possible .. 
Figures 33a and 33b are similar to the preceding figures, the 
ference being that Criterion I has been used with ~ :: 0.2. It can be seen that 
the slope at the solid lines in Figs. 33a and 33b are considerably greater than 
that in Figse 32a and 32be This means that by reducing ~, the acceptable range 
of W I'esul ts ina higher value of C or a smaller value of A , the c,ross-sectlonal 
area of the beam proper. 
Although Figs. 34a and 340 correspond to Criterion II, they are identical 
with Figs. 33a and 330. In this case since m = 0.390 the limiting value of E 
falls further d.OWll. on the solid curves in comparison with Figs. 34a and 34b. 
In Figs. 35a through 38b, Eqso (5c) and (50) are plotted for ~ = 0.75 
and have the same general characteristics as the plots corresponding to ~ = 0.5. 
As discussed in Section 46 the stress coefficients are varied in order to be 
in accordance with Inequality (53). Figures 39 (a) through 42 (b) are plots 
of Eqs 0 (5c) and. (50) for J5. = 1 000 Pract~cally this value of ~ is high and 
design is only possible for low values of A or at or bothD 
470 Discu;ssion of Relations Among the Variables 
Several conclusions can be drawn by studying Figs. 32a through 42b. 
In the following paragraphs the important findings are presented~ summarily. 
From the preceding discussions one may conclude that in addition to 
the stress coefficients ~nd ~) the design of a prestressed concrete composite 
section involves eight dimensionless quantities. Five of these eight quantities, 
u,ly tJ.:; P.? m and E define the properties of the beam section proper and are the 
same quantities used in non=composi te sections 0 ,':The rem?-ining three quantities 
C? A and a define the properties of the composite section. From Eq. (5l~) one 
, c 
may conclude that C is a measure of the cross=sectional area of the beam proper, 
and the great,er it becomes the 8malIel" is tb.at area. 6 and. a are based upon 
c 
the spacing of the beams or tl!.e effective wIdth of' the slab 0 It should be 
pointed out that the thickness of slab does not enter this study 0 
b2 M 
Evidently C = i. 2 M ~, is taken as the dependent variable since it 
r d 
c 
h~s a wide and indefinite range of variation. It may be said also that w has 
a wide and :tnd.efinite range similar to C and for that reason it is taken as 
the absclssao The effect of the other independent variables upon C and ware 
as follows~ 
(a) ~~. 
There are three values of ~ studied., namely 0.50, 0075 and 1 .. 000 
From a practical viewpoint it is not likely to have as wide a range as that, 
however.? this range was uS.ed. to show disti.nctly what effect ~ would have upon 
Co A study of 'Figs 0 32a" 35a)1 and.38a indicate that for the same stress coef-
f'icient J 'flJ PJ and. aJl w or the depth of the beam re<luired decreases with fj,. 
Conseq12ently., the greater ~ becomes, the smaller is C and greater the needed 
area o:f the 'beam for given spacing 0 
It should be pointed all.t that the above statement is correct even 
if ttlere are slight variations in the p value" As will be seen, subseCluently 
the effect~ of p is ·comparati.vely small. 
Two values o:f p have been used.? namely p = 0008 and p = 0.120 By 
compari.ng F:i.gs 0 33a and. 34a.? it can he seen that for a given criterion (or 
"'+. and a val:u.es), 11, b,.J) w" ~,.." and a" increasing p wi.ll result in an increase 
v '''';' 
in C or a decrease in the cross-sectional area of the "beam proper 0 The same 
conclu.sl.on can be d.rawnfrom Eq,o (52) 0 
E<luati.on (6) indi.cates that m is a function of three <luanti ties, l:l 
and the s·tress coe:f:f.:icients "'t and at 0 For gIven A.t and at values m decr~ases 
with ~J as a study of EClo (6) will show 0 Evidently ill has an indi.rect influence 
u.pon C value,9 since it defJines the amount of the prestressing force fora 
given cross=>secti.onal area of the beam proper 0 In this study since the 
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criteria and 6 values are set the values of m can be computed by E~o (6). 
Cd) E: 
A study of E~. (7) indicates that E is r~lated to wand that for given 
stress coefficient p, and m, any increase in E results in a decrease in w. Con-
se~uently C decreases with E. This conclusion is similar to the one corresponding 
to the non-composite sections. 
In Figso 32a through 42b the values of E shown are those corresponding to 
the limiting value in which the center of gravity of steel coincides with the 
bottom fiber. The figures are prepared such that the interpretation of the 
change in position of E on the solid lines is difficult. The reason for this 
is that E is not only a function of p and m but it also depends on the value of 
Two values were used for a. The lower value, a = 1.5, corresponds 
to an area of slab half as great as that of the beam proper, and the higher 
value, a 3.0 to an area of slab twice as great as that of the beam proper. 
A study of Figs. 32a through 42a shows that for given stress coe:f~ 
ficients, 6, w, p the value C decreases when a increases. 
ll: 
c 
On the basis of discussion in Section 46, variation of ~ has the 
c 
same effect upon C as that of a. This is due to the fact that both ~ and a 
c 
are properties of the composite section and both increase with an increase in 
the spacing of beams. Conse~uently, it may be stated that for given stress 
coefficient; ~, ll, wand p, C decreases with ~. A study of Figs. 33a to 43b 
c 
will result in the same conclusion. 
It should be emphasized that the study made in this chapter on the 
service load design of composite sections, is not intended to be readily 
'-'92= 
appl.icable to design a In thiS~tl-ldyall the variables are studied together Q 
No distinction is made between the properties of'the beam section proper and those 
of' co:mposi:te sectioill3 0 In practical design, however, thecomposi te section proper-
·ties can be obtained once the thickness of'slab and the spacing ,of' beams are de-
terminedo MOreover., these quantities are obtained .on the basis of' 'criteria not 
cOUElidered in tbis study" In order to clarify this pod-nt a brief'discusa-ionof' 
a pOss:ibl.e d.esign procedure simj.lar to the one di'scussed in Section 18 f'or non-
composite sections i.s included in the f'ollowing ,sectiono 
48" A. De,signProcedure f'orComposite Sections 
Although it i.8 not the purpose of' this bulletin to present a ,design 
procedure.r it is thought that brief 'di.scussion of practical design problems may 
contri.hut:e greatly to the understanding ,of the relations discussed in the pre-
cecling B'~ct;i.ons a As mentioned. before) j.n design of ,'composite sections generally 
the thickness of 'slabT and the spacing of' beamS ,6 are known~ In .addition, the 
depth of the beam section is chogen on the basis of' 'eri teria not considered in 
The follovnng two equations w.hich were derived in Secti.on 43def'ine 
6. and .. C val.ues res;p:ectj.vely ~ 
c 
o = l;:c [aw ('\let ~a) - ~ f~; 1~J 
,C 
M -+ M 
_ s" a Also si.nce 'by defi.n:1:tion a M J f'romEq a ( 54) 
.l 





:WrOlli the geometryofconwosite sections it can be shown that 
p 
c 
t! .1 T \2 { +--1 + ~ 2h) (57} 
For the l.east weight d-es::i.gn(~ri teria tn Eqs. (55) J (.52), (56) and 
( .57) there are only four unknoWOJ3 J namel.y J ~c/ C J aandp c 0 A simultaneous 
solution of the four equations wi.ll result tn the f'o 1 lo"Wing expression 
~ aU) C~A,t + a) (1 + /:1) "" P (a ~ T)) 
:= ., ~ + a ~ 1 (1 + 1 + i1 ! ) 
a ,2 h 
(58) 
For a given prol,lem the spac:i.ng ,of the beams J thickness of' slab 
and the depth of the beam. are knOiNTI." For a l.east wei.ght criterion A.t and 
a are also known 0 For a. giveni1 .and p value a study of'the above equation 
will. i.ndicate that the onlY1Jnknown is a 0 
Ev:i.dently it is rather inconvenient to have a. direct solution of 
Eqo (.58) 0 However" once all other values are knot.-macan be computed con-
venlentl.y by/a trial and error metbod.o Det erminat,i on of the value of a from 
the above equation will correspond to the least Weight area of' the beamo 
From the defi.ni.ti.on of 'a the least 'weight a.rea wi .. ll be computed. 
Knowing theb...7 p andareao:fthe 'beam, it can be proportioned 
from Figs Q J.2 tb,rough15.? sim..i,1.ar to nOYiL,eorrwo8ite sections 0 
Evidently tbis method. has manyadvantageB:r the most important is 
that the deSigner has a thorough und.erstanding of the relative Significance 
o1"·a1.1 variableso 
.C:ElAPTERYII 
BEL.A.TIONS:H:IP BETWEtEl\TSERVICE LOAD Al'rD 
ULTIMATE DESIG']~·CRITERIA INCOMPQSlTE SECTIONS 
The discussion in thl.s chapter concerns the total loadsaf'ety fa.ctor 
and its variation wi.th the dimensionless quantities whichaffeet the design 
at serv:i.ce .loads ofa prestressed concrete composite section., Only the total 
1.oad sa:fety factor :i.sc~ons:tderedJ since the l:i.ve lpadand .dead load safety fae .... 
tors can be determ:i.ned once the total load sa:fety factor is kno-wno 
To :facilitate and sim.p.li:f.y the study of total load safety factors 
the fol.lowing assumI)'ti.ons are made ~ 
(1,) The beam is bonded 0 
(2) The beam:fai.ls in flexure} that is the ultimate strength of' 
the beam is based upon i tSl flexural. st,rength a 
(3) At ultimate. the neutral. axis is within the sl,ab, and the 
wl.dthof the conq:>res.si.on block l.S equal. to the spacing of stringers 0 
These assumptionB are made i.naddition to the ones l.isted in Section 50 
JYforeover;1 a sinwlified method hai?;J been used inc:omputing the ultimat~ flexural 
capacity o:fa .composi te 'heam.o 
490 The Jj·eneral E,x;prrsB.ionfQr ·theTot;a1. Load -9?-:fety Factor 
The total l.oad. Bafety :factor against ult1.ma;te flexural :failure 
may be expref8sed.iIl the :followl,ng for.nu 
(ll) 






T slab thickness a the flange of the beam 
:f steel stress at transfer, and other terms 
s 
have been defined. 
A f P 
sst 
A:fv = A,.:r~= m 
c c 
e + y + T t 
and by definition 
8 ( 1.+R.) c' 
or 
The total load safety factor can be comlJUted asfollows~ 
M +"u 
L 8 IT 
N = ~ = K ( f" s) ( ~) (1. +€J.~ ) (E + 1. + Ii + h) 
t ~ s c 
500 Determination of_Facto.J:':' K 
Professor Siess ~ fo:r:"ffiUla which has been c3~iscussed previously has been 
used. for computing K~ 
K = (1 ( 25) 
E - E - ~ + p 
sy se 'ce ~u 
and. f fV 
m (: . sy) (~\)" .~ 
. f " ., f" . sd 
s en. 
As before, the following assumptions are made: 
f' ~ 250,000 psi 
s 


























Substituting the above values in the expressions for qand qb' 
the fo~lowing will result: 
and 
According to Professor Siess' method, 
A 1 - 1.10 m-
sd 
Froal Table 2 it is evident that AI sd is generally less than 00.2 .and· 
since ill varies between 00220 and 0.390, evidently the above equation for K would 
result in values of K greater than 0.9. 
For simplicity, a constant value of 0.9 is used. 
510 The Variables Affecting the Total Load Safety Factor. 
I 
As shown in the preceding section the total load safety factor can 
be presented by Eg. (59) as follows: 
f' 8i~ T 
K ( f s ) ( ~al!')' (-l"'"'""-+'~""'R"""""") ( I 1 ) ~ E; + 1+1i.+1i 
s c 
Since R has a wide and indefinite range o.f variatiotl it is de ... 
c 




F'romEqslJ (5c) and (8e) the fol.lowing ex..pressioncan be derived~ 
R 
c 
8w P ,(l + b ) 
c· .C 
S'jibsti:tuting the above e.x;pressions inEq. (59) J the :following two 
independent e:xpressions for Nt would. resuJ.t ~ 
8w . ('c + ~ +.'1;:\ (b.c ..... b) fV 1+.6. h' 
N = Ie ..pH. (Et) 60 




N :;:. K -! (~, 
t ±:~l a'J 
1. + 8w p 
c 
8 · 1. T ) w ( € + 1+ b + h 
(61) 
CI.earl.y ·there are two add:l.tionaJ. unknovms in the above two expressions 
m 
.A. 
p a.nd. ho A study of Table 22 indicates that p varies between '0.140 and 0.162. c c . 
Since Pc varies In a eo.mparati vely narrow range and since assuming a high value 
,:forp resu1J;s in a 1,Qwtotal. ~load safety factor,? a .cons.tant val.ue of' '0 ~16 has 
(; 
'been ass~lllO.ed In thi.,s study 0 
It should. be :pointed. all.t that it is not correct to assume a .const~t 
T 
value :for Pc since i.t varies wIth!:)"" a . and. E as show. inEq Q (57) e Rowever, 
tb.is assuIDpt;.ion i.8 cO:n$le:rvative in ·that it resul.ts in low values :for the total 
load. safety factor13 0 Fu~r.ther.rnore, It is thought that a small variation o:fp c 
w::Ll1, have aco.m;parat:i:vely 8:ma.l~1 effect l1:'POn JXft 0 
TheT/h rat:io s:im.il.ar..ly has been taken as 001.7 whi.ch probably is its 
lowe:r l:i.mi:t., and corre5:P~nds to a .low Nt value", 
The~e are several 'Ways 'by whlcb.:EquationB (60) and (61) can be studied 0 
The :method. adopted. in tb.J.B study i.$ thought to be convenient and consistent with 
the s:tudies:mad.e inconnee:tion with serv:1.ce load design.. Equation (60) is 
taken to be a parametric relation between Nt and w in which the parameter is 
b. 0 :EiquatSon (6.1.)" on the other hand . .' J.B taken as a parametric relation between 
c 
Nt an"d (IJ in 'Wh:Lch the parameter if$ P" It Bhoul.d be emphasized that it is pos~ 
si'bl,e ·to takeb. as the param.eter in both equatioill3., even though 1.t would re-
c 
8ult i.n long and. e:OIlW,l.ieated study 0 
In order to :make b.
e 
the parameter inEq .. (60) it is necessary to 
e:x;:pres~j€ :i.:n. te:r:r.t1B of.!::.." For this :pu~r.p'o8eEqs 0 (7) and., 8e:) have been com-
,C 
"bi.ned. :inorder to elj.'mj.nate p resulting in the fol.lowingexpression ~ 
.lows 
amw + A) t8~ (i1o:~. + A.) <= (Tl·:~.t. + ex)] 
"-, lJ 
'1' ;;! • 0 1:;1.. (6] '\. E· "7) 
. n oru.e:r to express C In .J.!tqo \ -,./J .~ q. ~\ ~ 
J. 
+-sw) 




has been used as fal ... 
same arB useil :i.u the preced~in.ge:hapte:r.o Tah1.es26 and 27 show Eqi:L~ (61) 
and.:r.e[:jpect1.ve.ly for the variouEJ e:a&3eS Ed;udied.o 
Equ~at:i.OIllS ( 60) an.d. are f3:ixaila:r.1.y .1iBted :in Tables 26 and 27 
resJ,Jec.tlye.1yo :Wor g:tven eoe:f:f'j.c:i.errt8? 1iL9 6~ 6" a .and. P Eno (60) can 
• Ii" , • C J '!L • 
be e.x;pressed, :i.n f'ol.1owi.ng :fOl'm 
and Eqa 
hl + lt~ (64) 
:r:he val:u.es of "Il t } and. l~Y v are l:l.sted. in :r.~ble 26 wb.i.le u'(, v ~v 
and wI[{ are l.:i.sted . .i.n 1:ah1.e 270 Metz Reference Room 
Civil Engine eringDepartmen:t1:' 
BI06C.E. Building 
University of Illinois 
'll'Y_'l.._ .... ~ Tll .; ........ -'1 ~ ~1 An1 
~99= 
ASi~ud;y of the Infl,uenee of Variation of the Dimens:i.onless 
g,ua;rrti.'t:i.es upon the Total I,oa~. Safety Factor Q 
Equations (60) and (61.) are plotted for various v-alues of stress 
coeffic:i.ent,21 taki.ng Nt as arm.nate and va,rying it from 1 .. 0 to 3 Q 0" As before, 
W :1.8 taken as absclElJsa and varied from. zero to 150 
For thedesc~ription of a typical curvE1 reference is made to Fig .. 43a!> 
In th:i.s case" D.. := 005 and all the requi.rements are satisfied .exactly resulting 
:tn ill = 0413070 :1:11e value of a i.E 10,5. EqLlB.ti.on (60) is plotted. for two values 
o:f 6. namely 200 and 2. 5 using solid ljnes ~ On the same plot Eq. (61) is plot ... 
e 
ted fbr two values of 0 .08 and 0.12 for P using broken.lines 0 The value of' 
€:= 003.33 . .=. w.hich corresponds to the Ij.rn.i ting ;condi tion in which the center of 
gravi.t;yof stee.1, is cO.i.rtcid.ent wi.th the bottom fiber = has been .marked with 
sclid.C'.:i.rcul.ar points on t.he curves re:presenting ,Eq" (60) 0 Evidently, only that 
of the (~urves to the right of these poi.nts have pnysj,cal mean1ng., since 
<for 1,eft pa,rt of the C1Xr"ve the center of gravIty of' steel will .fallout .... 
sld.e t:,he ,::lec:ti.on., Jrurthermore.? the area :i.n be'tween two curve3 shown by 
'b"k '1· d '4 'Iii' 
. ro. en .. J.nes an. :r"epreSeTI't,1.ng ;"9Q 0 vaJ.i.d :from a practical poi.nt of' 'View 
The re:ma.Jning :pl.ot;s shown J.nFigg" 43b tht"ough 53"b have the same 
general ehar.a(~terls ti.CB 0 These a.re :for various eombinat:loDE of ·streSls. 
:7 'f! if b. .and. a values as .lis·ted. j_u Tahles 26 and 27 " 
:In.order 'to understand. the relatton of the variables wi. th the total 
load. J3a:fe·ty factory t:he 
lolhrl.ng paragr~phs 0 
A study of F:i.gs ~ja through 53"b indi.cates that generally the solid 
cnlrVeff} wb.:i.ch represen.t Eqo (60);;1 yieJ,d a l'"j.gher safety factor aB war the depth 
o.f "beam i.nereases. .Fbr .low· vaLues of :however ,1 the revers€! l.s true j 
=100= 
as the examination o~ Figs 0 44J 48 and 51 will show. Since the part of solid 
curves to the right of solid circles and in between the broken lines only is 
valid.) it can be seen that reduction of sa~ety factor witp w is not pronounced. 
The value of a appears to be all important as far as the total load 
safety factor is concerned.. Fbr given stress coefficients, T}, w, fj, and fj, , the 
c 
total load safety factor d.ecreases greatly with a. An increase in l:l , however, 
c 
tends to increase the total load. safety factor. As Figs. 43a through 53b indi-
cate) the effect o~ fj, on the total load sa~ety factor is much less pronounced 
c 
than that of a. 
The variation of p and fj, and Nt seem to be similar. Increasing p 
for constant values o:f b.p Wy f::" and. a results in a decrease in the total load 
c 
safety factor 0 
From Tables 22 and 23 one may conclude that l:l increases with a. For 
c 
the proper interpretation of the variation of Nt with w for high values of a 
the CUl"ves with high values of fj, must be considered 0 
c 
The total 10 ad_ safety factor is generally more thanl.8 for small 
values of a consistent with practi.cal dimensions of a composite beam 0 For 
large values of a and f::" it is possibl.e to have a total load safety factor 
slightly less than 1.80 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS = COMPOSITE SECTIONS 
530 Service Load D,esign Criteria 
(l) In addi.tion to the variables~Thich affect the design of a non-
composi.te section)' the des:i.gn of a composite section depends on two more 
variable so It may be sa:i.dtha t the two add.i tional variables repre sent the qlab 
th:.i.c:k~ess and the spaci.:og between the stringers 0 Although these variables are 
determined on the basis of criteria not discussed in this study, nevertheless, 
they affect the section characteristics of a composite beamo These variables 
are :r:e:presented by Lc and. a o 
(2) In order to 6btain a positive va.lue forA and p it is necessary 
that the following inequal.i ty 'be correct ~ 
1"}"- + a 
6< t <6. 
'lPt + A, c 
When all requirements are sati.sfied-exactly the above expression can 
be 1<r:r1tterl as 
6. < L ,< 6. 
cr c 
(3) Least area of concrete i.s obtained when Requirements (2) and (4) 
correspond.:i.ng to the transfer compress:ion and final tension to the transfer 
compressi.on an,d final tens:i.on are satisfIed exactly 0 
) The prestressing force (or area of steel) corresponding to the 
.least area of concrete is a min.imum or a maximum depending on whether the re-
ma:i.ning tensJ..on or compression requirement respectively is satisfied exactly 0 
(5) ,For a given value of tV; ~7 6 andg,J area of the section de-
c 
crease S lil:ith a d.e crease in P 0 
(6) For low' values of L and, a,? the e/h rati.o may be large and the 
center of gra.vity.of steel may fa.ll. below the section" 
=101= 
-l02~ 
54. The Total Load Safety Factor and Its Relationship with the Stress 
Coefficients 
(1) A study of seventeen bridges of Wisconsin Expressway indicates 
that most composite sections are underreinforced. This conclusion is logical 
since the top flange of a composite beam has a large area in compression" In 
this study it l.s assumed that· K = 0090 
(2) Although P and T/h are variable Quantities their range of 
c 
variation has been found to be small 0 Moreover, they have a comparatively 
l:i ttle effect on Nt. In thi.s study P = 0016 and T/h = 0.17 have been assumed 
c 
in order to obtain small values for Nt" 
(3) For small values of a corresponding to a reasonable spacing 
between the stringers the total load safety factor is generally more than 1.8. 
However, for large values of a there is a tendency for the total load safety 
factor to become less. 
( 4) A decrease in P and w generally resul.ts in an increase in the 
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IrABLE 1. THE HELATIONSHIP AMONG R, w, p) AND E 
WHEN b. > b. FOR CRITERIA I AND II 
cr 
The Variation The Variation R with wand E 
of R with wand p Criterion I Criterion II 
H :::: 6,,144 pw - 0 .. 20 
5.528 pw - 0.20 
50120 pw - 0.20 
4 .. 820 pw - 0.20 
4.608 pw 
- 0.20 
R :::: 2.598 EW - 1.676 
2.030 EW - 1.528 
1.653 EW = 1.430 
1.381 EW - 1.359 
1.180 EW 
- 1·307 
ill :::: 0.235 
R :::: 6.53 pw - 0.20 
R :::: 2.96 EW - 1.77 
Specifications~ 
ex I :::: 0.04 
t 
A' :::: 0048 t 
Ai 0.40 
T) 0.80 
R :::: 3.338 EW - 1.869 
4.219 EW - 2.090 
5.120 EW 
- 2·333 
6.047 EW - 2.574 




0 .. 67 
0 .. 80 
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TABLE 2. THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG RJ w, PJ and € WHEN 
The Variation 
b.. < b.. FOR CRITERIA III AND TV 
cr 
The Variation R with wand € 
of R with wand P Criterion III Criterion 
R = 5.180 pw .... 0.20 R = 2.780 €W -2.29 R = 3.040 €w 
5.432 pw ..;. 0 .. 20 = 2.835 €w -2.15 = 3 .. 040 €w 
5.760 pw - 0.20 2 .. 880 €w -2.00 = 3.010 €W 
6.221 pw - 0 .. 20 = 2.928 €w -1.85 = 2.928 €W 
Whenb. = b. 0.89 
cr 
m= 0.235 
R = 6 .. 53 pw - 0.20 
R= 2~96 €W - 1.77 
SEecifications: 
a' = 0.04 t 
AI = 0.48 t 
A' = 0.40 
a' 0 
11 = 0.80 
TV 





TABLE 3 " VALUES OF m AND STRESS COEFFICIENTS 
FOR CRrTERIA I AND II 
Criterion I Criteria II 
m CXt "-t "- CX m CXt "-t "- CX 
1.00 0.220 0.040 0.480 0.352 0 0.250 -0.020 0.480 0.400 0 
1.25 0.191 0.040 0.480 0.275 0 0.278 -0.116 0.480 0.400 0 
1·50 0.168 0.040 0.480 0.222 0 0.300 -0.180 0.480 0.400 0 
1·75 0.149 00040 0.480 0.187 0 0.318 -0.226 0.480 0.400 0 
2.00 0.133 00040 0.480 0.160 0 0.333 -0.260 0.480 0.400 0 
When L. = L. 0.89) m= 0.235 cr 
Sl2ecifications: 
CX I = 
t 0.04 
A' = t 0.48 
,,-I 0.40 
cx! a 







TABlE 4. VALUES OF ill AND STRESS COEFFICIENTS 







(",t 'A a ill at 
0.432 0.400 0 (;.249 0.040 
0.360 0.400 0 0.272 0.040 
0.309 0.400 0 0.291 0.040 
0.270 0.400 0 0·307 0.040 
When ~ = ~ = 0.89) ill = 0.235 
cr 
Specifications. 
a' = 0.04 t 


























TABLE 5. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
c/h AND E 
E 











cLh = 0.2 










TABLE 6.0 THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BEAMS TESTED 
BY BILLET AND APPLETON3 
Beam Concrete Factor klk3 f~ Reinforce- Ultimate O.':!'jo Offset Effective Effective A:reaof Measured Strength k'~3 ment Strength Stress Prestress Depth Steel U1t" Moment = f 
fi eu fY f f d A M 
c 
p s sy se s u 
psi psi % kei kef ksf inc sCI. in. k - in. 
B-2 5420 00670 3631 0,,198 245Q.6 206,.0 116~.8 9,,5-3 0 .. 116 263 
B-4 3440 O~413 245.6 20600 113.9 9019 0.232 400 
B-5 5650 00822 4644 OA437 249,.0 219.8 114.1 9.33 0.249 492 
B-6 2950 1.030 3039 OfJ695 24900 219 .. 8 116.0 8.12 0,,342 451 
B-7 5910 00806 4763 0.,942 249~0 219.8 112.8 8.09 0.467 646 
B .... 8 3280 1.130 3706 0 9 953 249.0 219.8 11209 7.99 0~467 594 
B-9 6330 0.804 5089 0 0 418 240.0 206.7 19.1 9.23 0.234 422 a J-l B-10 3530 00902 3184 00107 240 .. 0 206·7 19 .. 0 9.01 0.059 118 0 
\0 B-l1 3910 00979 3828 0.419 240.0 206·7 20.4 9.21 0.234 418 i 
B-12 5550 09 867 4812 0 0 870 240.0 206.7 20.4 8.33 0.439 549 
B-13 3750 1.040 3900 0.656 240~0 206.7 21 .. 2 8.15 0.322 425 
B-14 
.3755 1.;030 3868 0.916 240.0 206 .. 7 20.2 7.99 0.439 470 
B~15 5710 0 .. 703 4014 00418 240 .. 0 206·7 150 .. 0 9.29 0.234 428 
B-16 3330 1.170 3896 .0 .. 108 240.0 206.7 150.3 9 .. 00 0",059 125 
B-17 4580 0.745 3412 0.429 240 .. 0 206.7 150..-0 9.09 0 .. 234 406 
B-18 4100 0.824 3378 0 0 647 240.0 206.7 148.8 8.29 0·322 462 
B-19 6225 OQ778 4843 0.873 240.0 206,,7 151·3 8.27 0.439 633 
B-20 3820 0 .. 814- 3109 0.278 249.0 219 .. 8 118.6 9 .. 27 0.156 281 
Bo-21 6560 0.744 4881 0.284 249 .. 0 219,,8 118.0 9 .. 05 0.156 304 
B-22 7630 0.789 6020 0 .. 561 249 .. 0 219.8 115·2 9.13 0 .. 311 592 B-23 81200 0.716. 5871 0.943 249.0 2~9 .. 8 117·3 8.20 0.467 708 
B-24 6115 0 .. 882 5393 0.746 249.0 219 .. 8 116.4 8.24 0 .. 373 593 B-25 3270 1.000 3270 0 .. 641 249.0 219.8 114.5 8.01 0.311 444 
B-26 1270 1 .. 530 1943 0,,440 249 .. 0 219.8 116.5 9 .. 27 0.249 345 B-26 4590 0 .. 842 3865 0 .. 920 249 .. 0 219.8 118 .. 0 8.36 0.467 621 
Beam Concrete Factor k1k3 :f~ 
Strength k1k3 
f~ = f c cu 
psi psi 
Ao12048 4840 00750 3630 
Ao12060 3350 00799 2680 
Ao 22026 3665 00760 2780 
A032008 4180 00580 2420 
A032011 4410 10003 4430 
A·32.17 3810 1.456 5550 
Bo11.07 8260 0·906 7500 
Bo12007 8400 00623 5230 
Bo13007 8560 0·732 6270 
3-3 5280 00657 3470 
3=1 3970 00645 2560 
J-7 5230 0.685 3580 
TABLE 7 0 TEE CHARACTERISTICS OF TEE BEAMS TESTED 
BY SOZEN8 AND WARWARUK 7 
Reinforce= Ultimate 002% Offset Effective 
ment strength Str-ess Prestress 
P fV f f s sy se 
% ksi ksi ksi 
00774 240 20800 14000 
00665 240 20800 13600 
00316 240 20800 5000 
00104 240 20800 0 
00161 240 208.0 0 
00218 240 20800 0 
00180 255 213 05 12106 
00181 255 21305 12500 
00184 255 213 05 127·0 
0.166 267 22000 11802 
00369 267 220.0 114.0 
0.658 267 22000 112.0 
Notes: (1) Beams A.12.4H through B.13007 were tested by M. Ao Sozen 8 

















( 3) Beams B.11.0~r through J-7 were I-sections with a web thickness of approximately 3 in. 
Area of Measured 
Steel U1t. Moment 
A M 
s u 




00058 123 i I-' 
0.087 173 I-' 0 








TABLE 80 THE ACTUAL VALUES OF K and q 
M pfSY Beam u K = A fld q=~f 
s s ell 
B-2 0 .. 967 0.112 
B .... 3 0.993 0.348 
B-5 0 .. 851 0.207 
B-6 0.652 0·503 
B-7 0 .. 686 0.435 
13 ... 8 0 .. 640 0.435 
B-9 0.815 0 .. 170 
B-I0 0.924 0.069 
B-ll 0.808 0.226 
B-12 0.626 0.373 
B-13 0.675 0.348 
B"'14 0.558 0.489 
B-15 0.820 0 .. 215 
B-16 0.982 0.057 
B-17 0·796 0.260 
B-18 0·721 0.396 
B-19 0.727 0 .. 373 
B-20 , 0.780 0.197 
B ... 21 0.866 0.112 
B-22 0.838 0.205 
B-23 0.742 0·353 
B-24 0.774 0.304 
B-25 0 .. 716 0.430 
B .... 26 0.600 0.498 
B-27 0.639 0·523 
A.12.48 0·730 0.433 
A,12.60 0.664 0~516 
A~22.26 0.819 0" 236 
A.32. 08 0.956 0.089 
A.32.11 0'.927 0.076 
A.32.17 0.869 0.082 
B,,11.07 1.000 0~051 
B.12.07 00981 0,,074 
B.13 .. 07 0 .. 982 0.0'63 
J-3 0.895 0.105 
J-l 0 .. 708 0·317 
J"'7 0.648 0.404 
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TABLE 9. VALUES OF A/bd FOR I-SECTIONS 
P t/h 
A/bd 
E = 0050 E = 0.40 E = 0.30 
0.0833* loOOO 1.111 1.250 
0010 0.818 0·909 1.023 
0009 0020 0.889 0·988 10111 0·30 0·913 10014 1 .. 141 
0.40 0·923 1.026 1.154 
0.10 0.643 0·714 0.804 
0.10 0020 00762 0.847 0·952 0030 00808 0.897 1.010 
0.40 00828 0·920 1.035 
0010 00529 00588 0.662 
0.11 0020 00667 00741 0.833 0·30 00724 00805 0·905 
0.40 0·750 0.833 0·938 
0.10 00450 0·500 0.563 
0012 0020 00593 0.658 0·741 0·30 00656 00729 0.820 
0040 00686 00762 0.857 
0010 00391 00435 00489 
0.13 0020 00533 00593 0.667 0·30 00600 00667 0·750 
0040 00632 0·702 0·790 
0010 00346 0·385 0.433 
0014 0.20 0.485 0.539 0.606 0·30 0.553 0.614 0.691 
0040 00585 0.650 0·732 
0.10 00310 0·345 0·388 
0.15 0020 00444 0.494 0.556 0·30 0.512 0.569 0.640 
0.40 0.546 0.606 0.682 
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TABLE 10 . VALUES OF A/bd FOR T- AND 
INVERTED T-SECTIONS 
Inverted T-Sections 
6. p l:::,. 
11 bd p 
c h=0.20 
1,,25 0.08 00820 0.911 1.025 00800 0.08 1.291 1.434 1.613 
1.25 0.09 0.681 0.756 00851 0.800 0.09 1.170 1.300 1.463 
1.25 0010 0.800 0.10 
1·50 0.08 0.667 0.741 00833 0.667 0.08 1.500 1.667 10875 
1.50 0009 0.556 00617 00695 00667 0.09 1.363 1.514 1.704 
1.50 0.10 0.333 0.370 0.417 0.667 0.10 1.286 1.429 1.608 
1.75 0.08 0.549 0.610 0.686 0.571 0.08 1.688 1.876 2.110 
1075 0009 0.449 0.499 0.561 0.571 0.09 1.539 1.710 1.923 T 
1.75 0.10 0.291 0.324 0.364 0.571 0.10 1.443 1.603 1.803 
2.00 0.08 0.457 0.507 0.571 0.500 0.08 1.862 2.069 2.328 
2000 0009 0.363 0.403 0.454 0.500 0.09 1.699 1.888 2.124 
2000 0.10 0.231 0.256 0.289 0.500 0.10 1.588 1.765 1.985 
6 c 
E = - -1+6 h 
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TABLE 11. TEE VALUES OF q,J K and Nt FOR SYMMETRICAL 
I-SECTIONS = CRITERION I 
t/h 
E = 0.5 E = 0.4 E = 0.3' p q, K Nt Cl K Nt Cl K Nt 
0.0833 0·308 0·758 1.89 00342 00732 1094 00385 00698 1·99 (00714) (1 078) (00676) (1.79) (0.638) (1.82) 
0.10 00252 00802 1 096 00280 00780 2.02 00315 0·753 2.09 (00788) (1 0 93) (00748) (1·94) (0·705) (1·96) 
0.09 0.20 0.274 00785 1·92 0·304 00762 1·97 0·342 0·732 2 .. 03 
(0·757) (1085) (00719) (1086) (0.675) (1.87) 
0·30 00281 0·780 1·91 0·312 0·755 1096 0·351 0·725 2.02 
(0.745) (1.82) (00708) ( 1.84) (0.668) (1.86) 
0.40 0.284 00777 1090 00316 0·752 1095 0·355 0·722 2.01 
(00743) ( 1.82) (0·704) (1.82) (0.664) (1.85) 
0010 00198 0.845 2001 0.220 00828 2.07 0.248 0.806 2.15 
(0.889) ( 2011) (0.844) ( 2011) (0.795) (2.12) 
0.10 0020 0.235 00816 1 0 94 00261 00795 1099 0.293 0·770 2.06 
(00833) (1 098) (0·775) (1 0 94) (0.731) (1·96) 
0030 00249 0.805 1092 00276 00784 1096 0·311 0·756 2.02 
(0.793) (1089) (007'53) (1088) (0.709) (1.89) 
0.40 00255 00800 1·90 0.283 00778 1·95 00319 00750 2.00 
(0.783) (1086) (00744) (1086) (0·700) (1.87) 
0010 00163 00872 2001 0.181 0.858 2008 0.204 0.840 2.15 
(0.900) (2008 ) (0·900) (2018) (0·900) (2.30) 
0011 0.20 0.205 00839 1·94 0.228 00821 1099 0.257 0.798 2.04 
(00874) (2.002) (0.829) ( 2.01) (0·780) (1·99) 
0·30 00223 00825 1·91 0.248 00806 1·95 0.279 0·781 2.00 (00840 ) (1 0 95) (0·794) (1.92) (0·749) (1.92) 
0040 00231 00819 1089 00257 00798 1093 0.289 0·773 1·98 (00824) (1 090) (00780) (1089 ) (00736) (1.89) 
Note~ Values of K and Nt correspond,ing to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria are 
shown in parentheses. 
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TABLE 110 CONTINUED 
E = 0.1+ t/h E = 005 E = 0.30 p q K Nt q K Nt q K Nt 
0010 0.139 0.891 2000 00154 0.879 2.06 0.173 0.864 2.13 
(00900) ( 2002) (00900) ( 2.11) (0.900) (2.22) 
0.12 0020 00183 00857 1·92 00203 0.841 1097 0.228 0.821 2.03 
(0.900) (2003) (0.879) (2.06) (0.828) (2.04) 
0.30 0.202 00842 1.89 0.225 0.824 1093 00253 0.802 1.98 
(00880) (1098) (0.835) (1096) (0.787) (1.94) 
0.40 0.211 ;0.835 1.88 0.235 0.816 1·91 0.264 0.793 1.96 
(0.860) (1.94 ) (0.833) (1.95) (0.770) (1.90) 
0,,10 0.210 0.906 1098 0.134 0.895 2.03 0.151 iJo.882 2.10 
(0.900) (1097) (00900) (2004 ) (0.900) (2.14 ) 
0013 0.20 00164 0.871 1091 0.183 0.857 1·95 0.205 0.839 2.00 
(0.900) (1.97) (00900) (2.05) (0.874) (2.08) 
0030 00185 0.855 1.87 00205 0.839 1·90 0.231 0.819 1·95 (0.900) (1.97) (00874) (1098) (0.824 ) (1096) 
0040 0.195 00847 1085 0.216 00831 1.89 0.243 0.809 1.93 
(0.896) (1096) (0.850) (1093) (0.803) (1.92) 
0010 00107 0.916 1096 00119 0·907 2.00 0.133 0.896 2.06 
(00900) (1.93) (00900) (1098 ) (0.900) (2.07) 
0014 0020 00149 00883 1089 00166 00870 1·92 00187 0.853 1.96 
(0.900) (1093) (00900) (1098) (0.900) (2.07) 
0.30 00170 00867 1086 00189 00852 1.88 00213 0.833 1·92 
(00900) (1093) (00900) (1098) (00859) (1.98) 
0040 00180 00859 1084 00200 00843 1.86 0.225 0.824 1·90 
(0.900) (1093) (0.885) (1095) (0.835) (1.93) 
0.10 0.095 00926 1·93 0.106 00917 1096 0.120 0.906 2.01 
(0.900) (1088) (0.900) (1092) (0.900) (2.00) 
0015 0020 00137 0.893 1086 0.152 00881 1~89 0.171 0.866 1 . .92 
(00900 ) (1088) (00900) (1.93) (0.900) (2000 ) 
0030 00158 00876 1082 0.175 0.863 1.85 0.197 0.846 1.88 
(00900) (1087) (00900) (1.93) (0.890) (1.98) 
0.40 00168 0.868 1.81 00187 00853 1083 0.210 00835 1.85 
(0.900) (1.88) (00900) (1093) (0.853) (1.89) 
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TABLE 12. VA~UES OF q, K AJiD Nt FOR SYMMETRICAL 
I=SECTIONS = CRITERION II 
t/h 
E = 005 E = 004 E = 0.3 
p q K Nt K Nt K Nt 
000833 0·350 0·725 1081 00389 00694 1.83 00437 0.657 1088 
(0.669) (1068) (00635) (1.68) (00599) (1·71) 
0.10 0.286 00776 1090 0·318 00751 1·95 00358 00719 2000 
(00738) (1081) (00700) (1.82) (00660) (1.84) 
0009 0.20 0·311 00756 1085 00346 00729 1.89 0·389 0.695 1·93 (00708) (J .. 73) (00672) (1074) (0.633) (1·76) 
0·30 00320 0.749 1084 00355 0·722 1.87 0·399 0.687 1·91 (00698) ( 1.71) (00663) (1072) (0.625) (l·74) 
0.40 00323 00747 l083 00359 0·718 1086 00404 00683 1·90 (00696) (1071) (00659) (loTl) (0062l) (1 073) 
0.10 0.225 o 082~· 1096 00250 00804 2001 0.281 0·780 2.08 
(00833) (1 098) (00790) (1098) (00745) (1·99) 
0010 0020 00267 00791 1088 00296 00768 1092 00333 0·739 1·97 (00764) (1081) (00726) ( 1082) (0.685) (1.83) 
0·30 00283 00778 1085 00314 00754 1089 00354 00722 1·93 
(00743) C1 77) .. 0 , (00705) (1077) (0.664 ) (1.77) 
0040 00290 00713 1084 0·322 00748 ... (") .... ..LoO { 0.362 00716 1·91 
(0.733) (1 075) (00696) (1074) (00656) (1075) 
0010 00185 00855 1098 00205 00839 2003 00232 00818 2009 
(00900) (2008 ) (00872) (2011) (00820) (2010) 
0011 0020 00233 00817 1089 00259 00797 1093 00292 00771 1·97 (00818) (l 089'~ 
10 ~ JI (00776) (1088) (0.732) (1.87) 
0·30 00253 00802 1085 00282 00779 1089 00317 00751 1092 
(00785) C1.o81) (00744) (1081) (0·702) (1 079) 
0040 00263 00194 1083 0.292 00771 1.87 0·328 0·743 1·90 
(00170) (1078) (00732) (.1077) (00690) (1077) 
Note~ Values of K and Nt corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria are 
shown in parentheseso 
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TABLE 120 CONTINUED 
t/h E =005 E = 0.4 E = 0.3 p q K Nt q K Nt q K Nt 
0.10 00158 00876 1097 00175 00863 2002 00197 00845 2.09 
(00900) (2002) (0.900) (2.11) (0.890) (2.22) 
0.12 0.20 0.208 00837 1088 00230 00820 1092 0.259 0.797 1097 (0.866) (1.95) (0.823) (1.93) (00776) (1092) 
0.30 0.230 00820 _;1.85 00255 00800 1087 0.287 0.775 1.91 (0.823) (1086) (00782) (1.83) (0.737) (1 . .82) 
0040 0.240 00812 1083 00367 0.791 1.85 0.300 0.765 1.89 
(00806) (1.82) (00764) (1078) (00721) (1.78) 
0.10 00137 00893 1.96 00152 0.881 2000 00171 000866 2.06 
(00900) (1098) (00900) (2.04 ) (0.900) (2.14) 
0013 0020 00183 0.853 1087 00208 00837 1·90 0.233 0.817 1.97 
(0.900) (1097) (00866) (1096) (0.818) (1.94 ) 
0.30 00210 0.835 1.83 0.233 00817 1085 0.263 0.794 1·90 (0.862) (1.89) (0.818) (1085) (0.770) (1.84) 
0040 0.221 00827 1.81 0.246 0.807 1.83 0.277 0.783 1.86 
(0.841) (1.84 ) (0.796) (1081) (0.751) (1.78) 
0010 00121 00905 1094 00'135.5 00894 1.98 00152 0.881 2.03 
(0.900) (1093) (0.900) (1099) (0.900) ( 2.q7) 
0014 0020 00170 0.867 1086 00189 00852 1088 0.212 0.834 1·92 (00900 ) (1,,93) (0.900) (1.99) (0.859) (1.98) 
0030 0.194 00848 1.81 00215 00831 1.84 0.242 0.819 1.86 
(0.898) (10-92) (00851) (1088) ( 00803) (1.84 ) 
0040 0.,205 00839 1080 0.228 0.822 1.82 00256 00799 1.84 
(0.872) (1.87) (0.828) (1083) (0.781) (l.~O) 
0.10 00109 0·915 1·90 0.121 0.905 1.94 0.136 0.893 1.9!3 
(00900) (1087) (00900) (1093) (0.900) (2.00) 
Jo15 0020 0.155 00,878 1083 00173 00864 1085 0.195 0,.847 1.B8 
(00900) (1088) (00900) (1.93) (0 . .893) (1.98) 
0030 00179 00860 1079 00199 0.844 1.81 00224 0.824 1.83 
(00900) ( 1087) (00886) (1090) (0.835) (1.86) 
0.40 00191 00850 1077 00212 00834 1078 0.239 0.813 1.80 
(0.900) (1.87) (00859) (1.83) (0.808) (1.79) 
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TABLE 13 . VALUES OF q) K AND Nt FOR T-SECTIONS - CRITERION I 
p cLh = 0 cLh = 0.10 cLh= 0.20 q K' N q K Nt q K Nt t 
0.08 00219 0.828 1098 oq244 0.809 2.02 .0.274- 0.785 2.09 
(0.846) (2.02) (0.800) (2.00) (0.756) (2.02) 
1.25 0.09 0.182 0·957 1·99 0.202 0.842 2.04 0.228 0.821 2.11 (0.900) (2.Q9) (0.880) (2.13) (0.830) (2.13) 
0.08 0.157 0 .. 877 2.00 0.174 0.864 2.05 0.196 0.846 2.ll 
(0.,900) (2005) (0.900) (2014) (0.895) (2 .. 23) 
1·50 0.09 0.131 0.897 2000 0.145 0.886 2.04 0.163 0 .. 872 2.il (0.900) (2001) (0.900) (2007) (0.900) (2.18) 
0.10 0.078 0·939 2.04 00087 0.932 2.10 0.098 0·923 2.17' (00900) (1.97) (0.900) (2.03) (0.900 ) (2 .. 12) 
0.08 0.115 0·910 1·99 0.127 0·900 2.04 0.143 0.888 2.10 (0.900) (1097) (0.900) (2.04) (0:900) (~.13). 
1·75 0.09 0.094 0.926 1·99 0.104 0·918 2.03 0.117 0.908 2.09 (0.900) (1.94) (0.900 ) (1.99) (0.900) (2.07) 
0.10 0.061 0·952 2.00 0.068 0·947 2.05 0.076 0.940 2.11 (0.900) (10895 (0.900) (J_. 95) (0.900) (2.02) 
0 .. 08 0.085 0.933 1.98 00094 0.926 2.02 00106 0·917 2 .. 08 (00900) (1087) (0.900) (1092) (0.900) (2.04) 
2,,00 0.09 0.068 00947 1097 0.075 0.941 2.01 0.085 0.933 2.06 (00900) (1087) (0.900) (1 092) (0.900) (1 .. 99) 
0.10 0.043 0.966 1·97 0.048 00962 2.01 0.054 0.958 2.07 (0.900) (1084) (00900) (1088) (0.900) (1.95) 
Note: Values of K and Nt corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads Cri teria are 
shown in parentheses. 
TABLE 14 0 VALUES DF q, K.AND Nt FDR T~SECTIDNS - CRITERIDN II 
P 
cLh = 0.00.0. c!..h = DolO. c!..h= 0..20. 
q K 
-Nt q X Nt q K Nt 
0..0.8 0.·319 0.·750. 1.79 0.0354 0.0722 1081 0.·399 0..687 1.83 (0..699) (1067) (0. 0664) (1.66) (0..625) (1.66) 
.. 25 0.'00.9 0.0265 0.0792 1084 0.0294 0.0769 1087 0.0331 0..740 1·90. 
(0. 0767) (1078) (0..729) (1071) (0..687) (1~76) 
0..08 0.0280. 0..780. 1078 0.0311 0.0756 1.79 0.·350. 0.·725 1.81 
(0.0747) (1070.) (0070.8) (1.68) (0..667) (1.66) 
.050. 0.·0.9 0..234 Du816 1082 0.0259 D~797 1084 0..292 0..771 1.86 (0.0816) (1082) (0.0776) (1.79) (0..732) (1.77) 
DolO. 0..140 0,,890. 1094 0.0155 0.0878 1·97 D.l75 0..863 2.0.2 (0..90.0.) (1096) (0.090.0.) (2.0.2) (0..90.0.) (2.11) 
0.00.8 0..244 0..80.9 1077 0.0271 0.0787 1078 0.·30.5 0.0861 1.80 
(0.0799) (1075) (0. 0758) (10 71) (0..716) (1.69) 
.. 75 0.00.9 0..20.0. 0..843 1.81 0.0222 0.0826 1083 0. 0250. 0..80.4 1.85 
(0. 0884) (10 90.) (0. 0839) (1086) (0..790. ) (1.82) 
DolO. 0.0129 0.0899 1089 0.0144 0.0887 1·92 0.0162 0. .. 873 1.96 
(0. 090.0.) (1089) (0.090.0.) (1.95) (0.090.0.) (2.0.2) 
0.00.8 0.0213 0.0833 1077 0. 0236 0.0815 1078 0. 0266 0.0791 1.79 
(0. 0855) (1082) (D0813) (1 078) (0. 0766) (1073) 
~ 00.0 0.00.9 0.0169 0..867 1081 0.0188 0.0853 1082 0.0212 00834 1.84 (0090.0.) , (1088) (0.090.0.) (1092) (0. .859) (1.89) 
0..10. 0.010.8 0.0915 1087 0.0119 0.090.7 1090. 0.0135 0..894 1093 
(0.090.0.) (1084) (0.090.0.) (1088) (0..90.0.) (1094 ) 
'ote~ Values of K and Nt corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria ~e 
Sl1.0·iJi.l "!), 
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TABLR 15. VALUES OF q, KAND Nt FOR INVERTED 
T-SECTIONS - CRITERION III 
L~> P cLh = 0.00 cLh= 0.10 cLh = 0.20 
Cl K Nt Cl K Nt Cl K Nt 
0.08 0.402 0.685 1083 0.446 0.650 1.86 0·502 0.606 1 .. 90 (0.623) (1.66) (0.591) (1.69) (0.557) (1.75) 
0.800 0.09 0.364 0.715 1.85 0.404 0.683 1.87 0.455 0.643 1·91 (0,.655) (1069) (0.621) (1·70 ) (0.585) (1.74) 
0.08 0.420 0.671 l.87 0.467 0.634 1·90 0·525 0 .. 588 1.96 (0.609) (1070) (0.578) (1.73) (0.545) (1.82) 
0.667 0.09 0.382 0.700 1 .. 87 0.424 0.667 1·91 0.477 0.626 1,·.,96 
(0.639) (1071) (0.667) (0.572) (1.79) 
lo10 0.360 0.718 1 .. 84 ,0.400 0~686 1.87 0.450 0 .. 647 ' , 1.91 
(0,,658) (1.69) (0.625) (1.70) (0.589) (1.74) 
0 .. 08 0.427 00665 1090 0.475 0.627 1J94 0.534 0·591 2.05 (0'.606) (1073 ) (0.573) (1 .. 77) (00540 ) (1 .. 87) 
0.571 0.09 0.389 0.695 1·90 0.433 0.660 1·93 0.487 0.618 1 .. 99 (0.633) (1.73) (0.599) (1.75) (0.566) (1.82) 
0.10 0 .. 365 0.714 1.87 0.406 0 .. 682 1·90 0.456 0.642 1 .. 95 (0.654) (1071) (0.620) (1.73) (0 .. 585) (1.78) 
0.08 0.436 0.685 1.92 0.484 Op520 1·97 0·535 0·573 2 .. 04 (0.598) (1.74) (0.568) (1.80) (0.527) (1.88) 
0.500 0.09 0.398 0.688 1091 0.442 0.653 l·95 0.497 0.610 2.01 (0.626) (1.74) (00594) (1.77) (0.560) (1 .. ,85) 
0.10 0.372 0.708 1.87 0.413 0.676 1·90 0.464 0 .. 636 1.95 (0.647) (1071) (0.614) (1.73) (0 .. 580) (1.78) 
Note~ V\';i,lues of K and Nt corresponding to the Bureau of Public R:oads Criteria are 
shown in parentheses. 
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TABLE 16 0 VALUES OF q" K .AND Nt FOR INVERTED 
T=SECTIONS = CRITERION IV 
p _ c{~ = 0000 c/h = 0 cl0 c/h = 0.20 --._-q K Nt q K Nt q K It. 
v 
'---"' 
0.-08 00451 00646 1083 0·500 0.608 1.86 0·563 0.558 1·91 (00588) (1067) (00559) (1071) (00527) (1.80) 
.800 0009 00408 00680 1088 0.454 0.644 1·91 0·511 0·599 1.96 (0.618) (1070) (0.586) (1.74) (0.553) (1.81) 
0008 00572 0·551 1.80 0.635 0·502 1083 0.714 0.440 (0.523 ) (1071) (0.496) (1.81) (0.467) 
0667 0.09 00519 0·593 1.88 0·577 0.547 1.93 0.649 00491 (00549 ) (1.74 ) (00520) (1.83) (0.490) 
0.1c} 00490 0.616 1·90 0.544 0·573 1·95' 0.613 0·519 2.03 
. (00564) (1074) (00535) (1082) (00504) (1.97) 
0.08 0.687 0.461. 0.764 0.401 0.859' 0·326 
(0.476) (00452) (0.427) 
,571 0009 00626 0·509 Ib82 00696 0.453 0.783 0·386 
(00499) (1078) (0.474) (00446) 
0.10 0.587 0·531 1.86 00652 0.489 0.734 00424 
(00515) (1080) (0.489) (0.461) 
oc08 0.801 00372 00890 00302 1.001 0.215 
(00441) (0.419) (0.395) 
500 0009 0·731 00427 , 00812 00363 00913 0.284 (00462) (00438) (0.413) 
0010 00683 00464 00759 00405 0.854- 0·330 (00478) (00453) (00427) 
,tes ~ (1) Blank spaces correspond to values ofq > 1·5 qb 
(2) Values of K and Nt corresponding to the Bureau of Public Roads Criteria 
are shown in parentheses 0 
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TABLE 17. V ALVES OF u, v and w FOR .CRITERIA I AND II 
Section 
u 
R~ctangular Sections 1.249 
Symmetrical I-Sections 1.162 
t/h = 0040) p = 0009 
Symmetrical I-Sections 00787 t/h = 0040, p = 0.15 
T-Sections 1·331 b. :::; 1.25, p = 0 .. 08 
T-Sections 10422 
6. = 1.50, p =0008 
T-Sections 1.148 6. = 1. 50, P = 0.10 
T-Sections 1 .. 526 6. = 1.75, p = 0.08 
T-Sections 10267 6. = 1.75, P = DolO 
T-Sections 10646 6. = 2000, P = 0.08 





























1 .. 213 0.504 
. 0 r 798 0·552 








0 .. 792 
0.728 
0 .. 479 
0.893 
0 .. 962 
0.641 
0.998 
0 .. 689 
1.028 
0 .. 715 
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TABLE 18.. VALUES OF u, v AND w FOR .CRITERIA III AND IV 

















u = 10335 
v =00523 
W= 0.800 


















Nt = vw + w 
w 








u v W 
1 .. 359 0.508 0,815 
1·507 0.521 0.904 
1.128 0.488 0.677 
1·790 0.583 1 9 074 
1.212 0.494 0 .. 728 
2·333 00726 1.400 
1·353 0.526 0.8l2 
For !:1 = ~ = 0.89, p = 0.10 
cr 




TABLE 19. EFFECT OF VARYING TEE STRESS, COEFFIC IENTS ex AND A. ON TEE SAFETY FACTORS 
Total Load Safety Fac tor N,t 
Rectangular , Symmetrical Inverted 
Section I-Section T-Section T-Section 
" 
ex 
6. = 1.5" p=o .09 b. = 0.8, P=O .. 09 
cLh = 0010 p=O .12, c/h=Oolo c/h 0.10 c/h= 0.10 
f If' se s f Iff se s f 1fT se s f Iff' .se s 
oJSo 0·50 0.40 0);0 0.50 0.40 O.bo 0·50 o .14D o.bo 0 .. 50 0.40 
0.05 .50 1.64 1.65 1.68 1.83 1.95 1.69 1.83 1·91 1.64 1.64 
.40 1.82 1·90 1·93 1.72 1·95 2.19 1.79 1·99 2.19 1.79 1 .. 90 1·92 
·30 1·92 2.15 2.34 1.73 2.00 2.38 1.86 2.12 2.44 1.88 2.11 2·33 
.20 1.94 2.23 2.60 1.74 2.04 2.44 1.89 2.20 2.67 1.88 2.16 2·53 
0.00 
·50 1.65 l.77 l·90 1097 1.73 1.84 1.89 1.67 
.40 l.86 1·90 1.89 2.07 2.26 1.84 2.03 2.21 1.88 1·91 
·30 2.05 2.23 2.36 2.00 2.26 2.58 1.96 2.22 2·52 2.09 2.26 2.36 
.20 2.25 2.54 2.89 2.11 2.44 2.89 2.07 2.38 2.81 2·31 2.61 2.96 
-0005 ·50 1.65 1.83 1·92 1.75 1.85 1.85 1.67 
.40 1.87 1·90 1·99 2.17 2.31 1.89 2.06 2.20 1·92 1,,87 
·30 2.13 2.24 2016 2.~-2 2.71 2.01+ 2.28 2.56 2.22 2·3l 
.20 2.44 2.72 2090 2.40 2.76 3.21 2.23 2·55 2.98 2·59 2.83 3.07 
-0010 ·50 1089 1.96 1.77 1.85 
.40 1.88 2.08 2.23 2.31 1.92 2.07 2.17 1·92 
030 2017 2.24 2030 2.54 2078 2.10 2·3'3 2·57 2.27 2.29 
.20 2054 2076 2090 2.64 2·99 3042 2.33 2.66 j.06 2.75 2·93 
Note ~ 3lank spaces correspond to values of q > 105 qb 
TABLE 20 
TEE PROPERTIES OF STRINGERS USED IN BRIDGES OF WISCONSIN EXPRESSWAY 
r2 L T S A I Ytc Ybc M M Ml M F A c c c g s 0 ,s 
Stringer* 2 4 2 Total 2 
:ft" In,, ina ino ino ino ina inc in-k in=k in=k in-k kips ino 
318=N~73 73 600 4805 642 134604 20907 10033 25067 2953 2556 4208 10077 526 4008 
318=D=68 68 600 53 669 138972 20707 9081 26<>19 2580 2450 6337 11367 510 3092 
318=H=61 61 605 75 83805 162741 19401 7,,19 28081 2090 3045 5480 10615 493 3085 
318-Q-60 60 600 75 801 156072 19408 7078 28022 2009 2711 5315 10035 489 3076 
318=D=60 60 600 53 669 138972 20707 9081 26019 1990 1890 5410 9290 447 30,44 
318=R-59 59 605 75 83805 162587 19309 7019 28081 1975 2873 5252 10100 487 3076 
318-3=59 59 605 78 858 l64725 192,,0 6096 29004 1960 3085 5650 10695 491 3064 
3.18=F=59 59 600 75 801 156072 19408 7078 28022 1960 2643 5220 9823 475 3066 
318=p"'54 54 605 62 754 153056 20300 8029 27071 1627 1951 5549 9127 426 3028 B !-J 
318=B=52 52 605 62 754 1,53056 20300 8029 27071 ]·509 1809 52'[8 8596 416 3020 I\) \..n 
318~Q=49 49 600 75 801 156072 19408 7078 28022 1340 1808 4214 7362 364 2080 H 
31.8=F=44 44 6 .. 0 75 801 156012 19408 7078 28022 1080 1458 3761 6299 300 2031 
318=N=40 40 600 75 801 1560[(2 19408 7078 28022 893 1205 3374 5472 260 2 9 00 
318=F=38 38 6,,0 75 801 156072 19408 7078 28022 806 1089 3180 5075 239 1084 
318=J=33 33 605 8105 921 172506 18703 6013 29087 603 950 3480 5033 230 1080 
318=H-33 33 605 84 939 174630 18600 5096 30004 589 1,146 3520 5255 258 2002 
318-R-32 32 605 100 ;LQOl 175577 17604 5057 30043 580 1128 3496 5204 240 1084 
* The designations correspond to bridges to which the stringers listed belongo 
Note: 
-' L = span Yt and Yb = distance of neutral axis of composite T = slab thickness at flange c c section from top and bottom ~iber of 
S spacing of stringers beam respectively 
A = area of composite section 
c M = moment due to weight of beam. g 
I =~oment of inertia of the composite section M = moment due to slab c .6 
r = radius of gyration of the composite section 
c Ml = moment due to live load and impact 




ft" A,9 sq tn ~ in. ~\rh~:1.11 0 Y.,.J :Lr:) 
''J 
!l p u~ 
=_=. =~====-....:.::.-,=-r--=>=-=.-=",!,,=.='. ====="==""=--===-==. =--==--===+""':=:==:;c_·~·~=~=--====~~-=:::::~'=·=· ===-;:~=-=-~~"""-~~-"~=~=-;.~~-~=.=. ~~~~=""=_""" .. .-:.¢e:~~.I;t..:.:...~--..-.=~ 
12. 0 00lO5 12,4.1-+· 
I ;59 0·4-1 00817 0.:105 5053 
AASR() .J+() "-369 50,980 .83 2O,o~1. O07(jS 0.1.07 9·00 
II 60 50 ;;980 20 o 7}-Jr " ., ,j") 0.107 4·.00 
AAf3EO 560 125.~390 091 Oo82D O. 111 5·95 
III 80 560 If=~5 5390 22~3 09J· 1~5 20. .73 o ,,8;.?Q O.lll 2~8J_ 
MS=HO 70 'JB9 260 J]730 330. 0.845 o .~U-3 4041 
IV' 100 789 q T30 330" 5J.{< 24¢ 290 0.845 0.113 2.].6 
~=.~~==-===~==-=== -~'""="'--_--i="~='~-"I>:'-C~=""'-'=-'t=-=---=~=.=~. ~_=-=-.:..===- -""'"c:~ __ ~-z~...-:~.......-.-~-=~~""'~ 
Ave Oo8l7 o .J_09 
TABLE 21CONTIJSfiJED 
T:;roe L} ft. AJ Bq in 1.9 ill 4 ;; h,9 YtJ in Y'b J tn b:. p w 
_-_-~~=.:<o:::-=~-=-.=-_,.'"""'-~~~.::;;'""t-=-'== --~~~~~="".>~' ~-~~-<.= 
EFR :Pre= 
tensioned 1 35 344 38,9 J_ll.22 32 17.26 14074 0.854 0.109 10.45 
EPRPre"" 
tensioned, 2 40 3)+9 521'260 l)+9 :74 36 :L9 " 16.1'3 0.868 0.116 9000 
BPR Pre ... u 




tensioned 4 50 405 92 j 740 228.99 ~4 23·03 20·97 0·911 O.llS 7.04 
B.pHPre~ 
tensioned. 5 60 541 150)720 2'78,,60 48 26077 21..23 0.793 0.121 5· .53 
BPR,Pre"" 
tensioned. 6 70 596 216,9680 363.56 54 29093 24.07 0.804 0.125 4.41 
-=-=-~',=-=- ~-=-~~~-=--~=~;;z-=:~~,==-.' ~-~- -~~~~ 













.lG;f;;'!JB :loned 6 
,===~~<===-~-~=-~ 
II) :fto A} sq in . 4 ln 
50 44.8 95,650 
60 -481 J?350 
70 525 179.1210 
80 598 Z64) 400 
90 723~ It·03_J980 
8o:;.;..!. ""-~"2 591)200 
TA13LE V'.;;I'J..V .• +J..~ 
===~=--~=~~-~= ..=.=~~=-~===~- -~-==-~-~-~--=~=~~~-~~~-~~~"""""'~--
2 . 2 
r J ln in 'Y~tJ in y . <7 b" In L p w 
-=--=-=-==",,,,,,,,,-.~==-~~=::-~======-~..:;:o~--=-=.~_~"",_.=-~=-==-,~~;:..;::i'~-~",~ - .... ~=~-~~, -~~~_=-=_ ==--~='" 
213·50 44 25·31 18069 00738 00110 7.04 
262,,68 )+8 27 0].0 20090 0.771 00114 50 33 
341.35 54 29095 24.05 0.803 0.117 4.41 
442014 60 31060 28.40 0.899 00123 3·75 
SL-P ~" .)t,J )+8 32052 00917 00:12J .. 3036 
735078 78 400.16 37.84 00942 00121. 3012 
=;:.=-~=-~~" .=--~-==-=-=-~..=~-==-=-=---::;;:~=~~=-===-"""'"-~==.==-~~.=...,-~"'=-~~~~~-~--~~-~-~---~.--~:~ 

























VALUES OF P J l:l J a and A/ sd FOR THE 
c c 
STRINGERS LISTED IN Tft-BIE 20 
Pc l:l a c 
00162 2049 1080 
00160 2067 1087 
0,,150 4001 2035 
00150 3063 2024 
0,,160 2067 1087 
' 00149 4001 2035 
00148 4017 2040 
00150 3,,63 2024 
00157 3034 2 .. 11 
0 .. 157 3034 2011 
00150 3063 2024 
00150 3063 2024 
00150 3063 2 .. 24 
0,,150 3063 2024 
00145 40 87 2058 
00144 5004 2063 















































C01l1poB1,te Secti.on .PropertieF:J = AASHO andBPR StandardB 
A. 02 




















2 . 2 









_===.~~=--c~=.;o-~~--i.-_'=-~~= ___ -,,-~.~=.~~.~ __ ~~ 
h) in be' in .' tIl a 
28 24068 3·32 3·07 
28 220'37 5063 2.20 
36 29061 60,39 2054 
36 056 9044 1089 
45 34.81 10.19 2.14 
45 3].044 13·56 1069 
54 38095 ]·5,05 1081 
54 35019 18081 1049 
=-~~~-~.--~~=:...=. ~=' -~=-==-~~~-.::-::o~.=:.=~::====_:.;;:=---=-~""""<--=-=-=-~::; 


























TABLE 23 CONTINUED 
.=.....~~ 
Type S" ina A . 2 I .4 2 . 2 h . . Ytc"in a ~ p J In .. , In r J In ,,In Yb ' In c ' c c c- c c 
BPRPre- 78 797 112,720 141043 32 25073 6027 2,,32 4.10 0.138 tensioned 1 
BF,RPre.", 
te~~ioned 2 78 80J_ 143,400 179003 36 28078 7022 2030 3·99 0.138 
BPRPre.", 
te~'3ioned 3 78 828 183)040 221006 40 31~51 8.49 2.20 3071 00138 
I 
/-I 
BPR.Pre- ~ i 
tensioned 4 78 855 228)640 267042 44 34,,20 9·80 2.11 3·49 00138 
BPRPre"", 
te~'3ioned 5 78 989 3.56)420 360.038 48 31L31 13·69 1 .. 83 2·51 00156 
BPRPre .... 
te~sioned 6 78 1042 480)030 460068 54 37079 16021 1 .. 75 2·33 0.158 
Ave 2.08 3036 0.144 
TABLE 23 CONTINUED 
S . A . 2 I . 4 2 . 2 h, in Ybc ' in Yt ' i.n ~ Pc Type , J_n. ) In , In r c' l.n a c c' c c 
BPR Post= 
tensioned. 1 78 901 265J970 295·19 44 32.46 11·54 2.01 2.81 0.152 
BFRPost ... 
teru3 ioned 2 78 932 326)020 349081 48 35·03 12·97 1.94 2·70 0.152 
BPR Post= 8 
terr.':! ioned 3 78 974 429,180 440.64 54 38~83 15 .. 17 1.86 2·56 0.151 1-' \..N [\) 
g 
BPR Post ... 
tensioned 4 78 1044 5.56,200 532·76 60 42081 17·19 1·75 2.49 0.148 
BPR Post~ 
tensioned 5 78 1166! 794)100 680.75 68 46.81 21.19 1.61 2D21 0.147 
BPRPost= 
tensioned 6 78 1244! 1,102,200 885.66 78 52.83 25·17 1·55 2.10 0.146 

















EQUATIONS (5c) AND (50) FOR 
VARIOUS VALUES OF ~ AND STRESS COEFFICIENTS 
Equation ( 5c) 
li A 
at C _ c - _ w~1 ;-zJ -
c 
0 .. 50 1·344 
0.04 0·50 1·344 
0 .. 50 2.144 
=OQ21 0,,50 2.144 
0.75 2.136 
-0.11 0.75 2<>136 
0.75 10680 
=0.2l 0075 1.680 
1.00 10216 
-0.2l 1000 J_o 216 
1.00 10536 
=,0026 ]_000 1.536 
Equation ( 50) 
















a == 1050 a ;:=: 3.00 
TABLE 25 
6 VALUES FROM EQUATION (55) 
c 
6 :::;. 0.75 
"=-=v== .!>-
a 1.50 a = 3.00 
6 == 1.00 
a = 1.50 a == 3,00 
~~ -- : F '-~=~==='==' ==}=c===-~'===br=====~~~~F===~=========~.F-========~=-}=-======----=~==~-=~---= 
~= 0 03 I¢.==· 001 I ~ ;= 0 ~ 3 I ! ;;:: 0.1 I ! == 0·3 I ~ == 0 01 I ! := 0" 31 ¢. ~ 0 011 ! = 0 03 I ! == 0 oIl ! := 0·3 l! = 0.1 h h h h h n h h h h h h 
~:"5~~'~0361o~_074 ]~_~0-2~] _~~~7~L·Oo08 50 )2 20521 . ~6L~4002 6052 =~L - .~-'. ~ _~-__ ._ 
6 + a = III + 1 + 6 T, \ ~ \ 
A == _ a. 2 h) 
c, a ~ l( ] ~ 6 ~ 






VALtJESOFe ,u " V t, w' 
Crite .... A. at 11 m a h. e,* , u' v' w' 
rion c 
I} II 0 .. 40 0.04 0·50 0 .. 307 1·5 2.0 O .. 715/w 0.854 0 .. 261 0 .. 608 
I, II 0.40 0.04 0.50 0 .. 307 1 .. 5 2.5 ·O.692jw 0 .. 827 0.229 0.608 
I, U .0 .. 40 0,,04 0 .. 50 0 .. 307 3 .. 0 3·0 1. 259/W 1.433 0 .. 334 0.608 
I,n 0.40 011.04 0,,50 0 .. 307 3 .. 0 5·0 1.195/w 1 .. 171 0.278 0.608 
I 0.20 0 .. 04 0 .. 50 0.307 1 .. 5 2.0 2. 26o/w g·700 0 .. 417 0 .. 608 
I 
0 .. 04 1.415/w 1.690 0.365 0 .. 608 \-l I 0 .. 20 0.50 0 .. 307 1 .. 5 2 .. 5 \>I V1 
I 
I 0 .. 20 0,,04 0 .. 50 0 .. 307 3 .. 0 3·0 g.899/W 3-..464 0 .. 668 1.217 
I 0 .. 20 0 .. 04 0·50 0 .. 307 3·0 5 .. 0 2.2JJ6/w 2.635 0.556 1, .. 217 
n: 0 .. 40 .... o,,21 0.50: 0·390 1 .. 5 2 .. 0 1 .. 078/w 1.28a 0·328 0 .. 479 
II 0 .. 40 ...0.21 .0 .. 50 0 .. 390 1. .. 5 2·5 Q,,732/w 0 .. 875 0,,287 0 .. 479 
II O .. iK) -0 .. 21 0 .. 50 ()",390 3·0 3·0 1.339!w 1. .. 594 0·525 0·957 
II O.lto . -0.21 0 .. 50 0·390 3·0 5·0 1..056/00 1..261. 0.437 0 .. 957 
TABLE 26 CONTINUED 
-~--~~ --. -e:~",-• .ooc:-==-.~~=' ~ -~_-==~ ~-"~""",,"":-~--~'--' -. ~----=-, 
Cri.te·o A ex !::::. ill a. !::::. E* u l Vi Wi t c 
rion 
,~~"~C~" ~--~~~~""","-~-"""",,=~",~'~' ~~~. '~-""'="'<T::._~~",-= 
I 0.28 0004 0·75 -, 0.257 .l 050 2.0 1c012/w 1·366 0·378 0.820 
I 0.28 0.04 0.75 0.2.57 1·50 2 .. 5 00933/0.) 1.259 0·315 0.820 
I 0028 0'.04 0.75 0.257 1·50 3·0 0.899/w 1.213 0.280 0.820 
I 0.28 0.04 0075 0.257 3·00 3·0 1.783/W 2.407 0.560 1.642 
I 0.28 0.04 0075 0.257 3·00 5.0 1.636/w 2.209 0.445 1.642 
I 0.28 0.04 0.75 0.257 3·00 7·0 10 591/w 2.148 0.404 1.642 
II 0.40 =0.11_ 0.75 00321. 10.5 2.0 0. 689/w 0·930 0·303 0.657 
II 0.40 =0.11 0.75 0·32]. 105 2·5 o o 644/w 0.869 0.252 0.657 B I-' 
\.>l 
II 0.40 =0.1]. 0.75 0·321 1·5 3·0 O.625/w 0,,844 0.224 0.657 0\ D 
II 0.40 ~O.11 0.75 0·321 3·0 3·0 1 o 128/w 1·522 0.448 1·314 
II 0.40 ~,O 011 0.75 0·321 3·0 5·0 1.044/w 1.409 0.356 1.314 
II 0.40 ,,0.11 0.75 0·321 3·0 7.0 lo019/w 1·376 0·323 1·314 
I 0.20 0.04 0·75 0.257 1·5 2.0 2.070/w 2.793 0·529 0.820 
I 0.20 0.04 0.75 0.257 1·5 205 10389/W 1.874 0.441 0.820 
I 0.20 0.04 0.75 0.257 1·5 3·0 1.2l5/w 1.640 0·392 0.820 
I 0.20 0.04 0.75 00257 3·0 3·0 2. 777/w 30749 0.785 1,,642 
I 0.20 0.04 0.75 00257 300 5·0 2. 224/w 3·002 0.624 1.642 
I 0.20 0.04 0·75 0.257 3·0 7·0 2.091/w 2.823 D·565 1.642 
TABLE 26 >CONTL~Dl 
--
Crite= b. 6. .¥. U 7 Vi W' A. at .ill a E ,. rion c 
II 0.40 ","0021 0.75 00364 105 20 0 o . 923/W 10246 0.373 0.579 
1'17 
• ..1. 0.40 =0021 0.75 0.364 105 205 o o 674/w 0·909 0·312 0·579 
II 0040 =0021 0.75 00364 105 3·0 0.610jw 0.823 00277 0·579 
II 0'140 =0.21 0075 o 036~- 300 .300 1 o 183/w 1.600 00554 1.159 
II 0.40 ... 0,,21 0075 0.364 3·0 5,,0 a o 981/(t) 1·324 0.4:40 10159 i 
f-! 
0.40 0~364 o o 932/w 1.258 0.399 1.159 \>I II =0.21 0075 3,,0 700 --.:] I 
I 0.20 0.04 1.00 0.;220 1.5 2·5 1 o 36o/w 2.031 0.481 10060 
I 0.20 0004 1.00 0.220 1·5 300 lo230/w 10837 0.413 10060 
I 0.20 0.04 1.00 0.220 3·0 5.0 2<> 244/w 30347 0.619 2.119 
I 0.020 0.04 1.00 00220 3, .. 0 700 2.143/w 3·197 0.551 2.119 
II 0.40 ... 0.21 1.00 0.345 1·5 2·5 0.624/w 0·932 0·307 o~676 
II 0.40 -0.21 1,,00 0.345 1·5 3·0 0.581/W 0.867 0.263 0.676 
II 0.40 -0021 1.00 0.345 3·0 5.0 O.917/w 1·368 0·395 1·351 
II 0.40 .0.21 1.00 Op345 3 .. 0 7.0 o .. 884/w 1·319 0·351 1·351 
TABLE 26cON~INUED 
Crite:- A. ext II 6. E -1(- u t v f w' rion ill a c 
I 0016 0~04 1.00 00220 1·5 2·5 2.185/w 3.262 0.608 1 .. 060 
I 0.,,16 -0.04 1.00 0.220 1·5 3·0 1.646/w 2.458 0·522 1.060 
I 0,,16 0.04 1.00 0.,220 }.o 5·0 2.825/w 4,,214 0.782 2.119 
s 
I 0.16 0.04 1.00 0.220 3,,0 7~O 2. 599!w 3.877 0.695 2.119 j-l ~ 
i 
II 0.40 -0.26 1.00 0·370 1·5 2·5 0.745/w 1.112 0·361 0.630 
II 0.40 ... 0 .. 26 1,,00 0·370 1·5 3·0 0.609/w 0·909 0·310 0.630 
II 0)+0 -0,,26 1.00 0·370 3,,0 5,,0 0.906/ w 1·353 0.465 1.261 
0.40 -0026 1.00 0·370 105 700 O.8lt.9/w 1.267 0.41)-1· 10261 
* 
Computed. by ECluation 62 
TABLE 27 
VALUES GF E, un, v ft , and w" 
Crite ... A CXt /:}. m a p E* u tt yn ~f rion 
I, II 0.40 0 .. 04 0·50 0·307 1 .. 5 0.08 0.407/w + 0.136 0.418 0.614 -0 .. 209 
1.1 II 0 .. 40 0 .. 04 0·50 0 .. 307 1.5 0 .. 12 o .'407/ w + o. 203 0·392 0·574 0.032 
I, II 0 .. 40 0.04 0·50 0·307 3·0 0.08 0 .. 407/w + 0.136 0 .. 419 1022.8 .,;3.560 
I 
f-..J 
I, II 0.40 0.04 0.50 0 .. 307 3·0 0 .. 12 0.407/w + 0.203 0·392 1.149 -1.896 \J.I \0 
B 
r 0.20 0.04 0 .. 50 0·307 1·5 0 .. 08 0.407/w + 0.136 0.418 0.413 -0 .. 209 
I 0.20 0.04 0.50 0·307 1·5 0.12 o .407 / w + 0 .. 203 0·392 0.387 0.032 
I 0 .. 20 0.04 0 .. 50 0·307 3 .. 0 0.08 Oo407/w + 0.136 0.419 0 .. 826 -3.560 
I 0 .. 20 0.04 0·50 0 .. 307 3.0 0.12 0.407/w + 0.203 0·392 0.774- -1.896 
II 0.40 ... 0.21 0 .. 50 0 .. 390 1·5 0.08 0.320/w + 0.055 0·358 0 .. 354 .. O .. 1~0 
II 0 .. 40 -0 .. 21 0·50 0·390 1 .. 5 0 .. 12 O.320/w + 0.083 0·351 0.347 0.029 
II 0 .. 40 .... 0.21 0·50 0 .. 390 3 .. 0 0.08 O.320/w + 0 .. 055 0 .. 358 0.709 
-3·055 
II 0.40 . ... 0,.21 0·50 0 .. 390 3·0 0 .. 12 0 .. 320/«4 + 0,,083 0·351 O~994 -1·700 
TABLE 27 CONTINUED 
,~~~--==""",,=~-, =-"- --~,~~~ .. -~.--~~~-=~~ 
Crite= A rion at l::. ill a P €*" u
H v IY wH 
I 0.28 0.04 0.75 00257 1·5 0.08 O.486/w + 0.162 0.538 0·598 -0.269 
I 0028 0.04 0.75 0.257 1·5 0.12 O.486/w + 0.243 0 .. 494 0.549 +0.041 
''1'"' 
",iL 0.28 0.04 0075 0.257 3QO '0008 O.486/w + Ool6~ 0.538, 1.196 -4.570 
"'r 0028 0.04 0.75 00257 300 0.12 o 0 lu36 / w + o. 243 0.494 1.098 -2·385 "L 
II 0040 =0.11 0075 0·321 1·5 0.08 Q • 390jUl + 0.092 0.468 0·519 =0.233 
II O)d-Q =0011 0.75 0·321 1·5 0012 O.390/ w + Q.138 0.444 ,0.492 +CL037 
B 




II 0.40 pOol1 0.75 0·32l 3,,0 0.12 Oo390/w + 0-.138 0.444 0·984 -20136 
I 0.20 0.04 0·75 0.257 105 0.08 Oc486/w + 0.162 0·538 0.531 ~O .269 
I 0.20 0.04 0.75 0.257 1·5 0.12 CL486/w + 0.243 00494 0.487 +0.041 
I 0.20 0.04 0.75 00257 3·0 0.08 00486/w + 0.162 0.538 1.062 -4·570 
I 0.20 0.04 0.75 0.257 3·0 0.12 o . 486/Ul + 0,,243 00494 0.9'74 ... 2.385 
II O.J+o ~O 0 2]. 0.75 0·364 1·5 0.08 o .343/ w + 0 &059 0.536 0.428 =0.214 
II 0,,40 =0.21 0.75 0·364 105 0012 00343/w + 0.089 0·517 0.413 +0 .034 
II 0040 =0.21 0.75 0·364 300 0.08 O.343/W +0.059 06536 0.856 -3.645 
II 0.40 =0.21 0.75 0·364 300 0.12 00343/<'0 + 00089 0·517 0.826 -2.000 
TABLE 27 CONTINUED 
Crite:= A ri9Jl at 6 .ill a P F:* u lT VII wYT 
I 0020 0004 1.00 00220 105 0008 Oo569/w + 0,,189 0.,662 0.653 =0·33J-
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ft 
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